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PREFACE
This book essentially contains the papers presented at the
Seminar held in December 1976 in the International Legal
Studies Division of the School of International Studies,
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. However, the
papers have been revised to cover later developments.
Although the Third United Nations Conference is going on·
and the law that may finally emerge is still uncertain, there is
little doubt that there is already apparent a sea change ill the
traditional law of the sea. Old dogmas have come to be
discarded and new practices amongst states have led to
emergence of new usages and customs. It is to take stock
of these changes and to understand the recent developments
in the law of the sea that the present all-India Seminar was
organised. Since the sea has various facets to be studiedgeography, marine geology, marine biology, marine science,
apart from its military uses, politics and economics-we invited
scholars from various fields in order to make it, as far as
possible, a multi~disciplinary approach to the study of the new
emerging law of.the sea.
lam deeply obliged to Professor B. D. Nag Chaudhuri,
the Vice-Chancellor of the University, for his kind help,
encouragement and active participation in the Seminar.· I ap.1
also indebted to my friends and colleagues in the Division of
International Law, Dr RahmatuIIah Kh~n and Dr V.S. Mani,
for all their support and· help in organising the Seminar and
later in editing the papers. My heartfelt thanks are also due to
the various contributors, who readily responded to our request
to write their papers and later revise them for publication.
7 July 1978
New Delhi

Ram Prakash Anand

EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION

Ever since Arvid Pardo, Malta's representative to the United
Nations, startled much of the international community with his
unique proposal that the UN declare the seabed and ocean
floor "underlying the seas beyond the limits of present national
jurisdiction" to be "the common heritage of mankind," and not
"subject of national appropriation in any manner whatsoever,"
the nations of the world are busy in attempting to build on a
largely outdated and outmoded existing oceanic law a regime
to govern the ever-increasing uses of the oceans and their resources. I In a very comprehensive, well-documented and forthright speech before the First Committee of the General Assembly on 1 November 1967, Pardo referred to the rapid technological progress made by a few advanced countries which had
made it possible to exploit the tremendous resources, far greater
than the resources known to exist on dry land, of the sea-bed
and of the ocean floor. The area, he pointed out, was also, of
vital and increasing strategic importance and technology permitted its effective exploitation for military and economic
purposes. Some countries might be tempted, he apprehended,
"to use their technical competence to achieve near-unbreakable
world dominance through predominant control over the seabed
and the ocean floor." -Indeed, the process had already started,
he informed the committee, "and will lead to a competitive
scramble for sovereign rights over the land underlying the seas
and oceans, surpassing in magnitude and in its implication last
century's scramble for territory in Asia and Africa."2 In order
to avoid the situation from becoming grave leading to sharply
I

~

See Note Verbale dated 17 August 1967, from Permanent Mission of
Malta to the UN to the Secretary General Doc. No. Aj6695, UN General
Assembly, Official Records, 22nd Session, Agenda item 92, Annexes
(1967), p. I.
UN General Assembly Official Records, 22nd Session, First Committee,
1515th Meeting, 1 November 1967, p. 12.
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increasing tensions, he suggested that "claims to sovereignty:
over the seabed and ocean floor beyond present national juris~
diction ... should be frozen until a clear definition ofthe continental shelf is.formulated,"andthis "cQrm;non,heritage of mankind" should' be 'used forpdl.ceful purposes alldits resources
"exploited primarily in the interests of mankind, with particular regard to the needs of the poor countries."3 The establishment of an effective international regime oyer ,the seabed and
the ocean floor' beyond a' clearly definednatidnal'jurisdiction,
he felt; was the onlyalterriative by, which the,' international
community could avoid the ' escalating tensio~s:that would be
inevitable jf the present situation was allowed to coiltinue. 4
Pardo's essentially internatiorialistappt:oachwasijeralde~ by
many as an idea whose time had come,' and provided' ~he im~
petus for convening, in 1973, 'of the Thir.d United NatiorisCon-~
ference on the Law of the Sea, whicll has been described as "one
orthe most significant negotiations in diplomatic history."5
But, despite three years ofdetailed arid comprehensive discuss- ,
ions 'in the General Assembly's Seabed Committee (1968~70),
tbre'e years of preparation for the conference (1971-73), and
seven 'long and tiring sessions of the 'conferenceuntil May
i978, the countries are far from having achieved an agreement.
The complexity of the problems overwhelmed the 2000, delega- '
tes of 137 governments who, met for, ten weeks in the summer I
(20 June-29 August) .of 1974 in Caracas, Veneztiela,.for the
first substantive session. The same has proved trtie of the six
sessions held since then~The offici!!.l goal oLthese' long'series
of'discussions is to prepare a single' treaty which is both "comprehensive" and "widelyaccepfed." It has been, correctly'
pointed out; however,that, "defining success in such terms
virtually ensures that the third law' ofthesea conference will
'fail' to carry out its official goat"', .With ,tw~nty-fiYe agenda
items (embracingsixty~three categories ,of; inajorand 'contro. versial issues), and such large number of participants with
widely conflicting interests and nu1nerous pressure groups,"a

a

31bid., 1516th Meeting, 1 Nqvember) 967., p.;Z:
4Ibid., p. 1.
",:',.
5 Henry A. Kissinger, "The ,Law of the Sea: A Test oflnternational Cooperation," Speephof 8 April 1976 befote "the (Foreign Policy,Association
in New York, p. 3. .
' .. ,.
' . ,"..',
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detailed treaty 'could not' be widely aceepted'and' a widely
accepted treaty could not be comprehensive;'''6;,
\
'The, accelerating forces of modern' international' sodety' ,have
brQught to forefront the overwhelming problem" of establishingnew regulations for the watery two-thirds! of the~ea:rth.
While allgovernmimtsacknowledge that the peaee of tlIe wotld
. very future are at stake, the powerful comp'etmg
'.,
and mankmd's
"-.
.
' . .
interests, at work and attempts to solve all the' teohnical
problems of the future, real or imaginary, ha:ve,Ied tdahliost
insurmountable whirlpool of details and difficuities. Although
we urgently need, a global regime of rules and proced ures: for
the peaceful' development of our planet's 'last frontier/on y
result of ~he present debate and controversy has beeQ. a plethora
of widening claims and counter~cla:ims for jurisdiction: and
control of vast areas of the oceans. The situation about' the
law of. the sea has become as fluid 'as its Waters. There are
no effective regulations today' against unitateral' 'extensions of
national controls seaward, or for sensibl¢' c'0ns¢rVatioIlj.i,Of
fi~heries, or against use of the oceatls;',as the world's greatest
garbage dump. While the new conference has yet to''ptovide the
necessary agreement on various issue$,. the "old ,I~whas already
lost much of its validityand'respectability'ai1d isgivibg place to
new emerging law. Recent9hanges in intetna.tiona] society 'have
already led to new practiCesamongst's,tates;'airdJiewusages and
customs are emerging. While nobody<oau"besur:e; 'about.the
legal validity or value of these' practices, ;a:nd' ,'the details of the'
law that willultiinat61y emerge are'urrbertain,'whatdscertairi is
that the old", outmod,ed ,law, 'has beeni:"cast"aside ." and almost
thrown ,into the' void. NewTaw is takin!r the place of'old dogmas.
It is to discuss these "'changes and tounderstarid the trends in
the development of 'new law at the, Third. UN.Co'nferetice of
the Law orthe Sea·thaUhe present,,-seminar waS: organized.
It is important to note that while at the First UN Conference
on the Law of the Sea in 1958; the \negotiations:,ipegan: with a
single negotiating text ~repated,befo;rehand.,bythe:,flnternationai
Law Commission, there was no negotiating text at the Third

"',

,

,,'

'

.

'

"

,.',

.,,"-

Ann R. Hollick, "The, Third UN Confereri·ce ort the taw oCtile S~a:
Caracas Review," in Ryan C Amacher' and Richar({j~mes Sween~y,
'ed., TheJ;aw of the Sl!a: U.S. Interests' and AiterndtiVes(Washingt6n,
D.C., 1976), p'. 123.
"', .
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UN Conference in Caracas. Although general discussions ort·
'various aspects of the law of the sea had been going on for a
number of years at the General Assembly's Seabed. Committee
and the Assembly had passed il11970 a resolution unanimously
declaring certain general "Principles Governing the Seabed
and the Ocean Floor, and the Subsoil Thereof beyond the
LiIllits of National Jurisdiction" (Res. 2749(~XV)); '>at
Caracas numerous countries submitted
various proposals"on
,
different aspects of the law. of .the sea making the·confusion
worse confounded. It was only during the second substantive
session· held in Geneva in AprilcMay 1975, that· the Chairmen
of the Three Main Committees of the conference were requested to prepare a Single Negotiating Text (SNT) onthe basis
of the proposals submitted by different delegations and
taking into· account the formal and informal discussions held
until then; The three Committee Chairmen reduced a wide
variety of differing proposals into one three-part Informal
Single Negotiating Text. 7 Although it was not really a
negotiated text or acceptt;d compromise, it was supposed t6
and did reflect an emerging trend and the possible direction in
which a ,compromise might be found. In the light offurther
negotiations the SNT was revised at the fourth Session .of the
conference in 1976, and the three Committee Chairmen
prepared the Revised Single Negotiating Text(RSNT).8 This,
in turn, was further revised at the sixth session in 1977 in the
form of an Informal Composite Negotiating Text (ICNT).9
Although, as we have said, these texts are not negotiated texts
or final agreements, several countries have started changing
their national laws in the light of consensus thal seems to be
emerging from these texts, especially in regard to coastal mari,time jurisdictions. This trend in state practice has led to what
we have described as erosion of traditional international law.

f

I

j
~j

,I

I
·'1
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WINDS OF CHANGE IN LAW OF THE SEA'

Convinced that international law is a living. discipline evolving
UN Doc. A/CONF.62/WP. 8, Pts. I, II and III.
UN Doc. A/CONF.62/WP. 8, Rev. 1, Pts. I, II and III.
9 See A/CONF. 62/WP. 10,15 July 1977 andA/CONF. 62/Wr. .l0/Add.
1,22 July 1977.
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continuously in the light of new situations, we started the seminar
with a general review of the "winds of change in the law of
the sea."
It is all too well known that for more than three centuries
and a half all the law on and about the sea was summed up
in what is known as "freedom of the ~eas."
Ever since a
.young Dutch' Jurist, Hugo Grotius, published a treatise (in
. 1609)appealing:'to the civilized world for complete freedom
of the, high seas' for the innocent use and mutual benefit of
all," the doctrine has held its sway. Although the doctrine did
not go unchallenged and the controversy continued for over 200
years, the concept of the freedom of the seas gradually won
w'idespread acceptance as being in the common interest of all
nations. . Grotius argued with simple and disarming logic.
"The sea is common to all," he said, "because it is so limitless
that it cannot become a possession of anyone, and because it is
adapted for the use of all, whether we consider it from the point
of view of navigation or.of fisheries."lo Since then, however,
we have learned that the sea can be occupied and its resources
can be exhausted. With ~he steady increase in ocean uses,
, especially commerce; in the nineteenth centpry, freedom of the
seas also came to be qualified by the concept of "reasonable
use," implying basically respect for the rights of others. But
apart from a narrow belt of territorial waters within coastal state
. jutisdicti.on and a few minor "rules of the road" that came to
. be developed, the whole watery five-seventh$ of the globe
remained an· area of "no-law," free for all to exploit as they
wished until almost the close of the nineteenth century.
It was only in the twentieth century with its discoveries of
important resources and a sharp rise in all ocean uses generally
that the accepted norms of behaviour and unlimited freedom
of states came to be found inadequate and their validity began
to be eroded rapidly. Customary la;w, dependent on slow
incremental growth, co:uld no longer move fast enough to pro-'
vide acceptable solutions to new problems. The coastal states,
finding their fisheries resources near their shore increasingly
threatened by larger and better-equipped ships of distant-wate~

8

.

10 Hugo Grotius,Mare Liber(lm or The Freedom of the Seas, translated by
Ralph Van Deman Magoffin and edited by James Brown Scott (New

York, 1916), p. 28.
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fishing states; sought to protect them by extending their national
authority in waters adjacent to their) coast and beyond.
The most contentious issue of the period between 1920 and
196Q was,thelimit of the territorial sea as it pertained to jurisdiction over coastal fisheries. States like the United Kingdom
.and Japan, which had the need and capability for distant-water
fishing, were pitted again~tother states which professed a need
butlacked the capability. This issue was also linked to the
issue. of freedom of passage through territorial waters and straits
.u:>ed, for internationalnavigation since such passage was seen
to be threatened by the extensiolVof coastal state jurisdiction
over fisheries. It is common knowledge that the League codification conference which met at the Hague in 1930 failed to
resolve the issue of territorial waters and coastal state jurisdic.1ion over fisheries.
After the Second World War, the traditional uses of the sea
multiplied and conflicts between wider claims of coastal states
seeking to protect their economic interests over different distances .out to sea on the one hand, and attempt by majormaritime Powers to maintain the status quo on the other, increased.
But in a.very real sense the m~dern era in the p<;>litical and
legal history Qf oceans began with the discovery of oil prior to
the end orthe Second World War under the continental shelf
'oUhe United States.. ThisJed to wide-ranging claims by coast.alstates for the exclusive.appropriation of the continental shelf
.resources. . In order to reconcile these claims and settle the
controversies, the United Nations sponsored two conferences
in 1958. and 19.60. Four conventions were concluded in 1958
which, on the whole, reasserted the traditional freedoms of the
sea and accepted the coastal statets' sovereign jurisdiction over
their continental shelves and gave them sole rights over resources
on or below the seabed to a depth of 200 metres-or to whatever depth permitted exploitation. Although coastal states were
permitted to extend maritime zones and adopt fish conservation
measures over adjacent· waters, no agreement. could be reached
about the extent of territorial waters or fisheries jurisdiction, and
agreement on the definition of continental shelf was vague and
uncertain. The 1958 treaties, in short, codified what had been
acceptedaild left unsettled what hadnot,inc1uqing where the
high seas began, arid none of them was adequate to cop~with the

Editor's Introduction
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conflicts that the, technological advances of the 1960's brought
in their wake. Fishing metamorphosed from the small sailboats
of yesteryears to factory ,ships harvesting fish stocks aided
by sonar and helicopter. Oil was discovered in seabed areas
beyond 200 metres in depth; and new machinery was built to
tap it. So was equipment to retrieve the manganese nodules
-lumps varying in size from golf balls to' footballs-that are
scattered in 'ocean bottoms at depths ranging' from 5,000 to
10,000 metres and contain enough copper, nickel, manganese
and cobalt to supply the world's needs for generations. In fact,
in some respects the 1958 Conventions were outmoded almost
by the time theY were written. In 1960, the Second UN
Conference on the Law of Sea tried but again failed to establIsh
a universal agreement on the width of the territorial sea:
It is also significant to note that the 1958 Conventions were
never generally accepted' by all nations. Since then, with the
emancipation and active participation of numerous Asian and
African States, international society has become more or less
universal and the geogni.phy of international law has changed.
Although some dfthese newly independent countries participated in the first two UN Conferences on the Law of the Sea in
1958 and 1960, they were not strong enough as a group to influence the decisions at these Conferences. It has been noted that
"the dominant characteristic bfthe 1958 and 1960Conferences
was the primacy of the East-West confrontation and t4e near
complete duplication of the structure of the General AssemblY
politics on ocean issues. "11. The 1958 Conventions codifying
traditional law are generally criticised by the newly independent
countries as inimical to their interests. They want to change and
overhaul the old maritime law which was developed by a few
powerful states in' a very dIfferent age under very different
circumstances. In' place of the old freedom of the seas. and
laissez faire in the oceans; they want to develop a new, more
balanced and equitable regime. Moreover. they want to be
equal partners in sharing the new-found riches .of the sea and
deep seabed and hbpethat a new legal regime for the sea might
help them inaugmenting'their meagre econbmic resources;
11

See Edward Miles, Editorial "Introduction" to a special issue on ,"Restructuring Ocean Regimes: Conference on the Law of the Sea ," International Organization, (Spring 1977), p. 153.
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Thus we find that in recent years the accelerating pace of
technological, economic, social, and politicai changes have
radically altered man's relation to the sea. Compared to 44
c0untries in the 1930 conference, and 86 and 88 participants in
1958 and 1960 conferences respectively, participation in the Third
UN Conference on the Law of the Sea became almost universal
with 137 countries (though 149 were invited) participating in the
1974 Caracas Session which number increased to 156 at the New
York Session in 1976. It has also been noted that the alignments of the UN Seabed Comm.ittee from 1968-73 and in Third
Law of the Sea Conference itself are no longer those of the
General Assembly but resemble the alignments of UNCTAD
more and more with North-South confrontation becoming prominent and dominating all other issues. 12 In other words, the
major confrontation in the conference has been and is between
the developed states, seeking to maximise their benefits from the
sea and the new found seabed resources on the basis of their
advanced technology, and the developing countries who want to
modify and change the old traditional law which has not served
them well and to develop new equitabk law for the exploitation
of the seabed resources so that they are equal partners in the
new bounty.
In face oLall these changes and developments, the effort to
frame a modern law of the sea before competition bursts out of
control has become a race against time. In the meanwhile,
however,.the march of new claims goes on. Between 1964
when Pardo spoke out, and 1973, when the Third UN Conference
on Law 'of the Sea formally opened, the speed and frequency
with which the nations asserted unilateral claims in the sea
were almost dazzling. Thus, if has been pointed out that
"during that period no less than 81 states asserted over 230
:new jurisdictional claims of varying degrees of importance. "13
These included wider exclusive fishing zones ranging between
·18 and 200 miles, to 200 mile territorial seas and wide pollution
control zones. In that short space, of time, Arvid Pardo's
"common heritage" is said to have shrunk to 65 per cent of
ocean space. The remaining 35 per cent-claimed by coastal
12
13

Ibid.
John Temple Swing, "Who will own the oceans?" Foreign Affairs (1976),
p.5.
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states in one way or another (an area almost equalto the land
'mass of the planet) - now appears likely to contain virtually
all oil and gas resources, 95 per ceilt of the harvestibleliving
resources, and perhaps a significant proportion of the most
highly politicizea mineral resource,. viz., manganese nodules. 14
But, despite all these changes that are becoming visible in the
law of the sea, and while old law is losing its force,' primary
disputes still remain to be solved.
INDIA'S INTERESTS

,

/

Before we discussed some of theses jss,ue which are being foun4
sodiffic;ult to resolve, we soughtto look at Indiatsinterests in
maritime law and in the evolution of a new law of the Sea.
Apart from being an important member of the Asian-African
community demanding ,changes. in the old law and a right of
participation and say in the formation of a new law, India has
special and vital national interests in the newt;:merging law. of
the sea. It has a vast coastline. extending over 4,000 miles and
has 1,280 outlying islands and islets,. about half of which
con~titute the niid-ocean archipelagos of Andaman and Nicobar
ISlands on the one hand, and the Lakshdweep" on the other.
It has. vast continental margin in the Bay of Bengal and
Arabian Sea endowed with hydrocarbons 'and other. important
mineral resources. It has a vast potential for fisher.Yresources
from its coastal areas. In tune with, the general trend and .in
order to protect its economic interests. India .has already, extended through national legislation15 , its territorial waters
to 12 nautical miles, contiguous zone to 24 miles, an exclusive
economic
zone to 200 miles, .and.
continental shelf
jurisdiction
..
.
.
over the seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas "throughout the natural prolongation' of its land territory to the .outer
edge of the continental margin or to a distance of two hundred
nautical miles from the' baseline. where the· outer edge of. the
continental margin .does .not extend up to th~t dist~nceH
(Section 6). While thus. 8~eking to protect the marine resources
.in its coastal areas fot: jts exc1usiv.e exploitation, India i~ equally
interested in accelerating the pace of progress towards a~hiev"

14
15

Ibid.
The Territorial Waters, Continental Shelf; Exclusive Econolnic Zone and
Other Marititne Zones Act, 1976.
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ing a legal regime for the ,sea that' would offer widening
opportunity for international cooperation and also'help in the
establishment of a more balanced and just international economic order.
PHYSlOGRAPHY OF THE OCEANS

Although the seminar was organized to discuss essentially the
law of the sea, law is based on facts and needs of the society.
The sea has various facets to be studied: geography, geology,
marine science, apart from its military uses, politics, economic,s '
and the law. We, therefore, invited scholars fl.-om various
fields in order to make it, as far as possible, a multi-disciplinary
approach to the study of a new emerging 'law' of the sea.Geography, politics and economics are all at play here affecting
the development of law. The attitude of countries towards
the new law is affected by their geography, t.fJ.e physiology of
their coastal areas and the resources available from there, as
well astheir technological capability to exploit those resources.
Out of nearly 149 states invited ,to participate in the negotiations atCaracas,some 120 are coastal states, and 29 are landlocked who have to 'depend on coastal'states for reaching the
sea. The shorelines' of coastal states range from toeholds to
many thousands of miles. Some are small island states, others
are composed ofisland grouping that extend over thousands of
miles of oceans. Some countries have wide continental margins,
others are "shelf-locked." , A few are ready to exploit the deep
seabed resources, while the majority lacks the necessary technology.. ~t isnotsurprishig that countries with wide margins,
tl:lOs e with narrow margins, ,and those which I are completely
land-locked do not see eye to eye' on many matters; So also
some countries place greater' priority
securing extensive
,fishing rights, others on maintaining traditional navigational,
'freedoms, still others on preventing pollution and ecological
damage. To reconcile all these conflicting interests arid develop
a commonlaw is indeed a monumental and ambitious task.
A geologist explained. the physiography of the ocean and
ocean bottoms, the range and depths of continental marginsconsisting of shelf, slope and rise-and abyssal plains and the
mineral resources available there. It was pointed out that,
of the 15,000 million baitels of oil produced each year,

on
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about one-fifth {;all1e from, offshore production. By 1980,
offshore production :would ,account for 30 to 40 per cent
of the total.' It was estimated that· the seabed contained
nearly 2)722,000,million barrels of oil, enough to satisfy
worlqconsumption atpreseritlevels for 140 years. It was also
'estimated that between 30 'and .45 ,per cent of the oil·in the
seabedLlaybeyond the' continental shelve~, at depths greater
than 200 metres: There were ,also, coal and iron, tin, liin:estone,
sulphur/diamonds, barium ore and ordinary'· gravel which
'yielded a few hundred million dollars every year.

/

,
NAT~ONAL JURISDICTH>N: ISLANDS ANn,ARcHIPELAGOS

With the'increasing' importance -'of the ocean and its
resources, several new disputes betWeen states have' come to
surface. As we have, already mentioned, in order' toappropriate the rich mineral and fishery resources available in the
sea most of the states have been claiming hl.rger' and larger
areas not only in the form of traditional' territorial waters, blit
as continental shelf,'exc!usive economiczbile, or fisheries
jurisdiction. "Not&n:ly contil1ents,but even the smallest islands
havebe~n recognized under customary international law to
claim 'such jurisdictions. Since an island is ordinarily understood to mean, as defined in Article 10 of the 1958 Territorial
Sea Convention; "anatli'rally formed ·area of land, 'surrounded
bywater, which is above water at high tide," country can
'claim 110t only territorial waters, bilt cont·inental shelf jurisdiction forevel1the tiniest rO.ck which is not even'·ii.lbabitable.16
Many<countdes; including India;' have a 'large number ofinidocean islands;' some small some big, for which' they can claim
vastjurisdictiot1s< in , the' sea. . 'There are some 500,000 such
i . sub-tontinental land masses, called islands, and
if 200-mile '
econOmic zone is' accepted, som~ -very small rocks will each
end up with more that). 125,OOO'squaremiles of sea and seabed.
" Under the 1958 ConventIon; apart from 'the questiol1 of coastal
, i~lands which can be used fO'rdrawing straight baselines for
of islands did not get
measuring territorial waters,17 the regime
;.
.

a

~.

16

Article 1 (b) of the 1958 Continental Shelf Convention.

'

,

17 Article 4 of the Convention on Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone
which was based on the decision of the International' Court of Justice in
..
'
the -Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries Case.
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much attention. The question, ho,vvever, .. as to. what kind.of
islands, islets;, or rocks. can and should have .coastal juriSdic:tlonha& attracted considerable attention at the Third Law of
the Sea Conference.. .While it is· generally conceded that"an
,island, in the. geographical sense of the term, can claim territorial sea of its own', it!is suggested that it should not be entitled
t091aim exclusive economic zone. and the· continental· shelf
jurisdiGtiob. unless it can sustain human hab1tation or economic
life of its.own. 18 ",It is also pl'oposedthat islands u,ndet. colonial dominatio~ shall ,not enjoy these rights since. they are
vested in the inhabitants ~f that territory.t9 Needless to add,
these suggestions and proposals are not. free from controversy.
As it was pointed out at the seminar,al!.llost any islet or..,. rock
could at present be developed to "sustai.n human habitation." .
Apart fro)11 scattered islands, there are groups of ·islands,
.called, archipelagos, some coastal but several _,of them mid(}c~an, which claim to join the out¢rmost points of theuLouterW9st jslands,:~isletsor rocks, to draw a baseline for measuring
their coastal:maritime jurisdictions... Whi\e the problem of
.coastal archipelagos was solved by the Anglo-Nortvegian :Fish-e.ries caseal)4. r;esolved in the 1958· Convention on: Territorial
Wa.ters, the pro.blem of mid-ocean archipelagos has been a
'subject of much· dispute and intense discussion . at- the, Conferellce.· Apart from appropriating large areas of the sea. for
,t1;J.eir exclusive exploitation.~ the mid-ocean archipelagos seek to
.enclo.se some of the most important international maritime
'rQutes; .. While there is alot of sympathy' and support for the
archipelagic states' claim to wider maritime jurisd,iction, propO$alshave b,een, made in an attempt to bring . . in SOme Q.bjec.tive ,criteria in .terms of prescribhlg a minimum number of
.island,s in an archipelagic _group, ,a maximum permiss:jble
.1eJ;lgt)1 of a: baseline connecting any two outermost points of
oute~most islands in the archipelagic'groups,' and a ,definite
ratio. of the enclosed area of archipelagic waters to the land
area,20 . Moreover, the problems of juridical nature 'of the
Article 128 of the Revised Singl<~ Negotiating Text (RSNT) (1976); see
also Article 132 of the SNT (1975).
.1.9 Transitional P r o v i s i o n . .
.
20 See UK proposal UN Doc, A/AC. 138/ScJI/L. 44; see also Article 119
of the RSNT A/Conf: 62/WP. 8/Rev. 1/PartII, 6 May 1976, p. 53.:,
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archipelagic waters, and'navigation through,: such waters have
been:thoroughly:discussed' :.by the participants attheConferenee. While the archipelagic states have ·been . insisting 011
right of "innocent passage" for all kinds of ~hips throug\1dts .
wl;lters, 'most of the other states, includiugbig maritim.e Powers"
have made it dear that 'while" an archipelagic state~ may. designate sea lanes or, air routes suitable for safe; : continuous and
expeditious· passage of foreign ships and aircraft through or
over its archipelagic waters, this· non-suspendibIe ';"right ' .of
archipelagicsea-lanes'passage">D1ust be guaranteed ,in, the
general interests of the' internationalnavigatiol'1. 21 ' 'Regarding
the resource jurisdiction in and around archipelagos, the general
feeling at 'the conference has been that ; the archip'elagic states
should re~pect :existing' agreements with other states 'and recog;.:
nize "traditional fishing rights and other legitimateactivitiesdf
the immediately neighbouring- states'~ .in certain .areas Talling
within the archipelagic· waters. 22. .
,
.
One important and cbntroversialissue in this· connection'has:
been whether the regime of archipelagos applies only to archipelagic statesor to the island territories of continental' states,
like India, .as well. Some. countries argue that acceptance :: of
such.· special· .archipelagiq .rights for continentai states would
confer' on them a double privilege ~and ShOl'lld apply.only :.:to
groups of islands that constitute a state. Others contend 'that
reasons of security and protection or economic intetestsapply.
with equaLforce whether the ',groups of islands form an indep'endent state or. are .. generally part of a continental .state and;
there is·tid reason why the archipelagic concept should norbe
accepted in, the latter case; This contention would· be further
strengthenedjf. the'cojItinental state happens to be a dev.eloping
.coastal nation like India.
PASSAGE IHROP<IH

STR~ITS .

,.

Ifl;l few. maritime. Powers .like the UnHed States, Britain.'3,l1Q
Japan are still clingIng to the . ·three~riJ.ile Ji~it ·of te~rito~ial
waters I:l.s,the internationa( norin, when m~re tha'u 50 cOUlitries'
now c1aimJZmiies'territorial sea and another 18~tates d~~~nd
between. 18 an.d ·200 miles of m~ritime ,zone, it is notbeca~se
21 See RSNT,:.Artlde2S~jbfd>
....
".:.', ' "
22 RSNT, Artkle 123 (l);SNT,.ArtiCIe 122.. .' ' : : :- T
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they are still attached to the obsolete 'cannon-shot' rule which
they do not wantto be overruled. But what they are concerned
about is thefactthat if the extension of territorial waters from 3
miles to 12 miles, th~ widely-favoured compromise, is accepted
as part of international law, it would completely overlap 116
straits between 6 and 24 miles in width, which would· fall,
within the sovereign jurisdiction· of the coastal state,including
such important straits as Dover" Gibraltar, Bab el Mandeb,
Hormuz and Malacca. Under the 1958 Convention on Territorial waters, vessels of other countries have a right of "innocent
passage" through territoria~ seas~"passage that is notprejudicial to the peace,good order or the security' of the coastal
state." Some strait states have sought to restrict the right of
navigation through these vital waterways to "innocent. passage,"
thereby requiring submarines to travel on the surf{lce and aircrafts to receive permission for overflight. They want. to adopt
their ocean traffic and other regulations and enforce them uriilaterally. On the other hand, the maritime Powers, induding
the United States and the Soviet Union,have,made it clear that
unless unimpeded passage on, over, .and under straits used for
international' navigation· iscbncededto commercial vessels,
warships and aeroplanes, there is simply no possibility of coming to an agreement blltfte . width of territorial sea and the
whole conference may fail. The uncertain,restrictive and
subjective application of "innocent passage" regime, according
to them, could be enormously damaging to their security and
economic interests, hamper commercial shipping, increase transport costs, and endanger world's economic and political stabi1ity. Some states might object '. to passage of.a .vessel llecause
of its type or the nature of its cargo. Indeed,some of them
may and do believe that passage by a military,vessel or a super
oil tanker is pel' se not innocent.
It is now widely agreed that international straits, as oceanic
connecting points, are vitally important for international
navigatiOll and freedom of navigation on 'the high seas lS
meaningless unless thel'e is guaranteed transIt between them,
While discussing the·· 'various pi'oposalssubmitted at' the
Third UN Conference, it was noted that 'India, with its
growing maritime interests and shipping tpnnage, ,should
be most interested in mailltaining free transit through straits
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and had indeed been advocating and' supporting' proposals
which would ensure smooth and unimpeded 'passage through
straits. As a developing state, however, it was sympathetic to
the sensitivities of the other developing strait states, and wanted
to accommodate their essential interests in safeguarding the
quality of their marine environment, preservation of their
resources, as well as their 'national security. The SNT (1975),
RSNT (1976) and the Composite Text (1977) attempt to accommodate the reasonable concerns of strait states and. the
needs of the international community. While extending the
territorial sea to 12 miles, they provide for the right of unimpeded and non-suspendible. transit passage through and bver
straits used for international navigation which must be exercised
in accordance with certain rules and precautions so as not to
infrInge the legitimate interests of the coastal states. Rights as
well as obligations relating to unimpeded transit would be
spelled out and made subject to ' international traffic and antipollution controls. There seems to be a lot of support for this
functional approach to the freedom through the essential corridors to or between the high seas.
LEGAL CONTINENTAL SHELF

The limits of national jurisdiction in the seabed prescribed
in the 1958 Continental Shelf Convention were based on: the
assumption that there was little possibility of finding oil and gas
beyond 200 metres and, in any case, it would not be possible
to exploit them for a long time to come. The definition of
legal continental sheif which was adopted, therefore, although
it could extend national jurisdiction beyond 200 metres "to
where the depth of superjacent waters admits of exploitation of
natural resources," it was supposed to be quite narrow and
"adjacent to the coast." However, no sooner than it came to
be found that beyond the contihental shelf, the continental slope
and rise contained a substantial amount or oil at depths greaterthan 200 metres, the countries started stretching the 1958
continental shelf definition to cover the whole of continental
margin, including geological shelf, slope and rise, at depths
ranging from 2500 to 3000 metres and covering distances in
some cases upto 600 ,to 800 ITliles. Technology was developing
equally fast to make it feasible to prbduceunderseabydrocatbon
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res.ourc~s at ever :increasing depths an~., distances. Drawing
support from. the North Sea c;onJinental Shelf cases, in which

the Intern,ational Court declared cOIltinental.shelfas the "natural
prolqpgatip.nq[ th,e land territory 9r domain, or land sovereignty
of the cO,ast!!1 state, into and under the, high seas,';2~ it caine to
be argued and claimed that,the whole of the continental margin,
being "geomorphologically and ge010gically a part in physical
fact of the land mass, must in. general intern~tional Jaw be
deemed.already vested in the coastal state."24 Despite some
objections. from 29 land-locked and some ,other geographically
disadvantaged countries with narrow or small margins, not only
have most o.f'thecoast,a.1 s.tates sought to extend their conti~
nental shelf jurisdiction to cover the whole of continental
margin,but this has come to be confirmed in theSNJ', RSNT
and the' Composite Text, which define continental shelf as
extellding "to the outer edge of the continental margin, or to a
distan~e ,of 200 nautical. miles," which~ver is more. However,
"the outer edge of th~ continental margin" is no sure guide and
is not precise enough to mark theout~r end of .the legal coriti"
nental shelf. But although the need, for. such a precise definition has been surely felt, and some proposals made in this
regard, no agreerrlent has been reachedsd far.
ECONOMIC ZONE

One important consensus }Vhich has emerged among developed
and developing nations alike is,in favour of extensive state
control over the,natural resources out to 200 miles from shore;
With very few exceptions, a yast majodtyof countries would
have exclu~ive jurisdiction ove.~ natural resources,' both living
and non-living, while such non-resource uses as navigation and
overflight w,ould remain free to all. still to be settled, however,
is the exact scope and contenfof the economic zone and.its
juridical st,atus. The question whether it .forms a zone of
na.tional jurisdiction with some high seas freedoms, like navigation 'a~d "htying down" of ~ubm.adne. cables and. pipelines,
permitted in it, or .part of the high seas ""here the rightof
231CJ R(port,1969,p. 22.

24 See 'R. Y. Jennings, ' "The Limits

.'.

.
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exclusive exploitation of natural resources is permitted to the
coastal state, has yet to be resolved satisfactorily. Although
in accordance with the views of the developing coastal states
the RSNT (Act 75) defined high seas as "all parts of the sea not
included in the exclusive economic zone, in the territorial sea
or in the .internal waters of a state," this was not acceptable to
the big maritime Powers. The Composite Text, therefore,
dropped the use of the term "high seas" in the definition and
dec1~red that freedoms enjoyed by all states in the exclusive
economic zone guaranteed in the text would not be curtaiied.
(see Art. 86). It has been suggested in the conference by a few
, countries, including India, and it was generally agreed at the
seminar, that the economic zone is neither territorial sea nor
the high seas, but a zone sui generis and must be recognized as
such. There has so farb~en no resolution of-the matter. In
his 1976 report, the Chairman of the Second Committee of the
conference agreed that it was a zone sui generis. As he pointed
out, the main issue should be addressed in terms of the "residual
rights,"25 or rights which are not clearly declared in the Convention: whether such rights belong to the coastal state (if it is an
area of national jurisdiction), or to the international community
(if it is part of the high seas). Article 59 of ICNT26 provides:
"In cases where the present convention does· not attribute
rights or jurisdiction to the coastal state or to other states within
the exclusive economic zone, and a conflict arises between the ,
interests of the coastal state and any other state or states, the
conflict should lJe resolved on the basis of equity and in the
light of all .the relevant circumstances, to the parties as well as
to the international community as a whole.
FREEDOM OF FI,sHING

Yielding an annual harvest of 75 million tons and located
within 200 miles of shore are some of the world's most abun~
dant fishing grounds. But nearly half of this protein-rich catch
is made by the "vacuum cleaner" fleets of less than half a dozen
states which have been indulging in massive over-fishing and
they are still threatening the already inadequate protein and

.

of' Corhinental Shelf Jurisdiction: Some

.P6$Siblidinplicatilin"':of.the' North ,Sea Case Judgment;" International
" (ll:!d:GomparatiYf!LaW ,Quartl?/ilx (1-969), p:.3.

See Introductory Note to, UN Doc. A/CONF. 62/WP. 81 Rev. 1/ Part II,
6 May 1976, p. 3.
a6 Same as Attiele 47 of Part II of the RSNT.
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foreign exchange resources of the. P99r co~_stal stat.es, Attempts
,to protect the coastal fisheries from the highly 'mechanized,
mqre efficient and rapacious distant-water fishing fleets have l~d
in recent years to tensions and conflict~, and even violence.
Use of armed force against fishing vessels, such as in the "~od
""ar':between Britain .. and Iceland, .the ,"lobster,war",het.ween
Brazil and France, . ~nd the "tuna war" betw~ep.,t.he United
States 'atld- pCllador, -an~ grip:1 reminders of .these 1,mequal
struggles involved here.
.,
Although fish cannot be cont.ained in man-made artifici~J
,b.ounda:ries, the old law of laissezjaire, has become intolerable
and totally unacceptable to most states. Between 1951 and
1971 the global fish catch quadrupled. Many stocks already
;havebeen seriously depl~ted by over~shing. , It is reported that
there have b~en drastic decline~ in .the catches Of certain species
ofherring, cod, sardines and salmon.. The sea's bounty can no
longer be taken for granted. The conservation schemes and
rights of the coastal states provided unq~t: the 1958 c<;mvention
on fisheries hav~ been found utterly inad'equate. While the
general acceptance of200-tn ile econotnic zone,. withth€: exc1usiv.e right ofthe coastalstate to exploit its living r€:sources, may
s~ve it from unfair competition from distant~water fishing states,'
it is' not going to solve all the problems relating to fisheries.
Most of the countries are agreed. that ~shing .""it.hin the zone
lllust be managed in away that preYentslJoth over-and ul}d~r
utilization of fish stocks. To achieve such a balan,Ge, harve~!ing
rights, it. is suggested,sho:uld be ~eterp:1ined py "maxhpum
sustainable yield," as qualified 1?.Y., !~!eva,l1tenviro!1m~nW ..~nd
economic factors and the fishingcapa~i!y. oft:heco~stal state
itself. "Maximum sustainable yield" is the optimum catch,
the maximum amount of fish that can be taken on :a sustained
ba'sis without diminishing the species' repr6duCtive .capadty:or
adversely affecting 'assoCiated-or dependent species. ·Whil~ it is
noW generally conceded tl1at:the coa'stal'state iriusthave:over;ii.U
management-jurisdiction' arid:preferehtiaFharvesting fightswith~
irt:itsecono:d1ic zone, it is argued thi:l:f.if.the·ha:ivesting 'capaCity
of the coastal states is less than the full allowable catch, foreig'n
fleets. should be permitted to take the difference. Otherwise, it
is ,contended, shifting from open ~tce~s to' national cortttoi':is
not likely to promote grea~~~ ;.:ratiQnlJJi~y:. ,Although. th~~~NT;
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(Article~ '50'and 51) 'and the CotripositeFText'-(Articles 61 and
62) provide for 'such regulation~ofcoastal fisheries,' it must be
pointed· out that determination of"'maximum sUfrt!ainabie'yield'"
. and:the"harvesting cap~citi'- of the 'coastalstate {may not
easy task's, and access to foteigri'statesw6uld depend'upon'
several uhcettainfactors< and'~ontroversiaF' data, and notori'y
biological but:politicaFcIiinate iti differ~b.t regions. .Agreement
OI1;a:U:these pointsis>by' no'means assured'despitetM broa:d
consertsus for a 200-inileeconomic zone;
.,
.
.
... :Another controversial .question which has be~na subject of
irid:nsive negotiations a.t ',the conference' but has 'yet to: be "de~
cided, relates 'to the rights;ofland-Iocked andcertaingeographically· disadvantaged d~veIopii1g. 'coasHll' states in the exploitation
of the living' resources of the economic zone.' it is pointed out
that acceptance' of economic . zone would help only' 30 states
whith have wide coa.stal'areas; while 29 land-locked states would
gain'-nothirig and anothel'<80 coastal'states would gain compa'ratively little.•,'-It is' suggested, ther;efore, that the ac~~tanceof
the new r(;gii:p.:eshouldbecoriditional on the equit~ble shaiirig
o(the living resOllrces iIi the zone by other il1terestedcountdes,
especi~IIyby the coastal states' developing' neighbours which
have ;traditio~aUY fished' iii ·that area. Although there isa lot
of fav6urabie·opiniori towards these arguments, no final agreemerit has yet beenreached\···· ;( ',.,
'
". ,"
. "Ap~rt:from -these issues:effe6tive management of atiadrbmous
Or highly migratory species,· su<¥ as' salmon and tuna.; requite
special.regulationswhieh have·'yet to be wQrkedout;27
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While,mo.st .0f:UJ,e coastal states, lj.S· we'have seeIl' aJJlclaiming wider jurisdictions in the sea ana seaged to protect,the new
found natural resources near their coasts, there is a formidable
group of' twen'iY;~nineLcbiintrles~itich is,l€:ftcompletelihigh a~d
dty 'infhew4'ble bus,jiiess. ''These land~lqcked couritrie.s' are' nQt
only ,concerned about': acquiring access 19 the sea, which is"vii~l
for-their--very:survivat, 'Bitt"also a'share in 'its wealth."'Away
from the sea, theyd'Onotwant to be away:fi9,ni the grp\Ving
benefit~; of the" 'commou Ijerit'age .of irta:nkiIici:;' .~ Althdugkihe
27

I:'rovisi~nnel~~~n~ ,t6" s~bh..,&pecie.s~te (,:oIltriiiie41u ~J;~i,?les 5~.5S.'~~d
56 of the RSNT and'Artides 65, 66;-a:ua '67ofthe 'Comp6site'TexC' ,
,l
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coastal states' have been reluctantly adjusting to the idea of a .
"right of access" of the land~locked .states to and from the sea,
it is insisted that they have no "right" but only "freedom .of
transit" through the territories of transit states to be exercised in .
accordance with bilateral, sub-regiona:I or regional agreements. 28
In any case, the coastal states have been extremely reluctant to
share the 'Coastal natural.· resources with their land-locked' brethren. However, the land-locked states,. helped by several other
shelf-locked and what are called geographically. disadvantagrd
states; and incited and supported for their own reasons by some'
of the big maritime Powers, as a group have acquired aforce
and strength of votes which cannot be ignored. At the Geneva
Session of the conference in 1975 they claimed to have a coalh
tion of 48, which further increased to 51 ·at the New York
Session in 1976, and therefore almost a blocking third. Their
influence in the conference is alreadybeginnil;lg to be. felt in
the sense that the. coastal states have come to concede and
accept their ~'righMo participate in the exploitation ofthe living
resources of the exclusive economic zones of adjoining. states
on an equitablebasis."29 But how far can they partake other
benefits from the sea or mineral resources of the coastal areas,
nobody can predict as yet and indeed will depend upon how
well they play their cards. Many of these land-locked and
shelf-locked 9ountries, it may be mentic;11ed, are under severe
pressure from their regions and a ~hreat that if they do' not
agree .they would lose all existing transit rights and stand no
chance of' getting access to living resources in the economic
zone. The hidden and fairly effective sanction against these
countries is that each of them will have to negotiate, with its
neighbouring coastal states
for .access to the ocean and its
,
resources.
SEABED BEYOND THE LIMITS OF NATIONAL JURISDICTION

The deep ocean floor lying beyond the submerged margins of
the continents, one of the most inhospitable environments on
the planet, has been f(:mnd to contain, as we have mentiolled
above, deposits of important minerals in the form of manganese
nodules containing over twenty different metals which are
2~ See Article 110 of the RSNT and Article 125 of the. Composite Text.
Article 58 of the RSNT ahd Article 69 of the Composite Tex:t.

29
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crucial to industry, Technology has already made it possible
to exploit these resources. Although the seabed beyond the
limits of national jurisdiction has come to be unanimously
accepted as .the "common heritage of mankind," there is much
dispute and little agreement as to. how this area' should be
exploited for the common benefit of all. .Indeed, .this is the
most vital question before the conference and unless it is satisfactorily {solved, the whole conference may fail. It is also
sometimes said that unless agreement is reached on this issueand reached fairly soon-it might lead to the worst form of
scramble and "colonialism" in the seabed ent~tiling tensions,
conflicts and struggles. In a sense, the current law of the sea
.conference is in a race with seabed technology. A handful of
eompanies and multinational c,onsortia in the United States, \
J.apan , Canada, Britain, West Germany and some other technologically develdped countries are already. prospecting for the
mineral-rich nodules and are developing the technology to
recover them from the ocean floor and extract their metals.
Some American companies claim .to have invested more than
$100 million in these ventures.
'
Numerous proposals have been made in the conference for
the exploitation of mineral resources of the seabed and it has
been a subject of intense discussions and acrimonious debates:
\ While most of the proposals agree that there should be an
International. S~abed Resource Authority for regulating the
exploitation of 'these resources, the United States and other
nations with advanced mining technology insist that. the
Authority merely license and regulate, 'private companies, with
guaranteed access to the resources for a· reasonably long period,
with no limits dn production, and with royalties. to be shared
for international community purposes. On the 'other hand, the
developing countries of the third world,lacking the necessary
mining technology, gelieve that they can be assured of real
participation only if the Authority itself .carries out deep seabed
mining dn behalf of the intermitional community as a whole.
They hope that with the exploitation of these tremendous
resources of the seabed, ~they would receive benefits, both
monetary and technological, and get a lot of help in the. achievement of a new international economic order which they desparately need and have been demanding for a number of years.
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Theirpropo~~J§ would create an organi,zation with considerable
power to clecide what oth~r eptities can ,undertake mining and

under what conditions. Several GOil1promise propol'lals have
been put forward permitting both the Authority and the private
companies t9, simultaneously explore and exploit the mioeral
resources under a dual system by which th~ Authority
reserve half of the, mining sites, leaving the other half to priyat~
companies and individual states. 30 Btlt nq agreement has been
reached. ,There are many a doubt which have yetto be ~leared,
and, many questions for which no satisfactory ,answers have
been found, The powers and functions of various organs of
the, proposed .International Seabed Authority (the Assembly,
theCQu!1cil, the ECOI;lomic Planning Commission, the Technical
Commission, the' Tribunal and the Enterprise), and th~pro
cedwes for them to take decisions, are other controversial iss1,les
on which agreement will have to be arrived at. ,Even more
explosive are the detailed rules and regulations which are to
govern relations between the Authority and different contracting parties. The issue has come to be known 'as; the "Basic
conditions of Prospecting, Exploratio;n and ,Exploitation'}
attacheda,s Annex I toethe SNT and RSNT, PartI, and Aim ex
II.to the COJ,Dposite Text.
One problem that has seriously affected the negotiations is
the concern of the land-based producers of minerals found in
t,he oceap. ,floor, countries like Chile" 'Peru, Zaire, Indope$ia;
Canada and tile, Soviet, Union. ·Theyare afraid that nodl,lle
exploitation would decrease demand for, their output and lOWer
its>value. To protect against the possibility that oceanmining
might ::idverselyaffect the economies of these countries, it h{l.s
been ;proposedthatthe Allthority have the power to controlthe
level of seabed production and the prices at which the extracte4
minerals' are sold. These controls are objected to by, the
United States and some other consumer countries since'this
would artificiallyrestrict the supplYof'seabedresources which,
it is; said, would be against. the interests of most states, deve.loped and developing, who are, consumeJ·s.. !tis pO,inted out

will

\."?-

30 See "Basic Conditions of ,Prospecting, Exploration: and Exploitation, l'
An!lex I, R~NT;, "Basic Conditions of Explorati 011 and .fixplqitatjon/'
A,mt.~x II ,of.Composite Text. .
:;",
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that only a very small minority of less-developed nations might
suffer as a result of deep-sea mining, especially because the major
land-based producers of the minerals found in manganese
nodules are industrialized countries, not developing countries. 31
Thus, three less-developed states accounted for 67 per"cent of
all cobalt production over the period 1967-69 and only five
accounted for 57 per cent of total copper exports over the' same
period., ,Other mineral production is also concentrated among
a ,small group of producers. 32 While ways can be found to
minimise or compensate their losses, if seabed mining were to
depress pdces, it is said, it will benefit a great majority of states
who would gain because they could buy these minerals, 'or
goods produced from these minerals, more cheaply.33
The continued impasse on the design of a seabed mining
regime, the growing influence of the group of 77 in the formulation of such a regime, intransigence of the poor underdeveloped countries unable themselves to exploit the seabed resources
in coming to an agreement under which the resources can be
expeditiously exploited, the growing frustrations of some of
the developed countries in having the mining technology which
they cannot use, have allIed to some heart-burning and thre~ts
by some developed countries to wind up the negotiations and
go it .alone. The US mining interests have characterized the
RSNT of the First Committee as an "unmitigated disaster."34
Utterly dissatisfied with the lnformal Composite Negotiating
Text issued after the end of the Sixth Session in July 1977, the
US Ambassador to the Third UN Conference on the Law of
the Sea, Elliot Richardson, said that his "Government must
review 110t only the balance among our substantive' interests,
but.also whether an agreement acceptable to all governments
,

'

31 See James L. Johnston, "Geneva Update," in Amachllf andSweeney,
n. 6, p.178.
a2 See David B. Johnson and Dennis E. Logue "U.S. Economic InterestS in.
Law of Sea Issues," in Amachar and Sweeney, n. 6, p. 49.
33 But cf. Report by UNCTAD Secretariat, "The Effects of Production of
Manganese from the Seabed, with Particular Reference to Effects on
DevelopingCourttry Producers of Manganese Ore," TD/B/483, 23 April
1974.
34 Johnston, n. 31, p. 179.
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can best be achieved through the kind of negotiations which
have thus far taken place. 35
It is sometimes claimed that the right to mine the minerals
of tbe deep seabed is available to all nations and is covered by
the "freedom of the seas" doctrine which remains still valid.
This right cannot be taken away, it is said, by the declaration
of the deep seabed as "common h~ritage of mankind" which is
nothing more than a recommendation of the General Assembly.
One alternative to the establishment of an acceptable international regime, it is suggested, is domestic legislation regulating
deep seabed mining operations by like-minded states which
might lead to the development of necessary law on the subject.
BiHs have already been introduced in US Congress for this
36
purpose. It is generally realized, however, that su~h unilateral
steps by individual states are no sUQstitute for an internatjonal
agreement and may lead to tension and conflicts not only between the developed and the developing states, but even among
developed states at various stages of development of mining
technology, with wide repurcussions and adverse effect on seVeral other issues.
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

. Many of the ocean's mysteries have been explained and a
rich storehouse of mineral resources revealed by the work of
marine scientists around the world. There is little doubt, however, that much more remains to be learned. But while marine
scientific research is more important than ever today, it has provoked a lot of controversy at the Law of the Sea Conference. The
poor developing coastal states are sceptical about scientific research conducted off their shores by scientists from technologically advanced countries because of its possible abuses both
for military and commercial purposes. They believe that the
"freedom of scientificresearch" is merely a self-serving slogan
that primarily benefits the technologically advanced countries
and insist that any research should be conducted only with the
35 Press statement by Ambassador Elliot Richardson on July 20. Text
issued by US Information Service, New Delhi, on 21 July 1977, p. 6.
See also US Delegation Report 011 UN Law of the Sea Talks, issue d
by USIS, New Delhi, 27 July 1977.
36 See R.P. Anand, "Winds of Change in the Law of the Sea," supra.
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prior consent of the coastal state. On the other hand, the technologically advanced countries do, not want to put arbitrary
and crippling restrictions of the 'consent regime' on man's unending quest for knowledge. The experience of the 1958 Continental Shelf Convention, under which coastal state consent is
required for research concerning and undertaken on the continental shelf, has been denied rather arbitrarily or burdensome
conditions have been imposed. Sometimes requests for permission have been totally ignored. In spite of all this, however, .
since it is practically impossible to distinguish between pure
scientific research and applied research conducted for economic and military objectives, it has generally come to be recognized that marine' scientific research in the exclusive economic
zone and.on the continental shelf must be conducted with the
consent of coastal state. 3 ' In order that such consent is not
arbitrarily withheld; or unreasonably delayed, certain rules have
been suggested. Provision has also been made in the Composite Text for implied consent, subject to certain conditions, if a
research project is undertaken under the auspices of a regional
or global organization of. which the coastal state is a member
and has been duly notified,38 or if a state or an international
organization notifies about a research project and does not get
a response within four months 39 The technologically advanced
countries, however, do not seem to be happy with these provisions and limitations ,on the conduct of scientific research.
MARINE POLLUTION

With a miraculous capacity to absorb, digest and dilute contaminants, the ocean has always helped earth from getting con_
taminated and spoilt beyond a point. Indeed, it has been rightly pointed out that without the sea, this planet would be inhabitable. Yet man persists in using this earth's most precious
region as a global garbage dump for immense quantity and
variety of hum an and industrial waste with little regard for its
total effect on the earth's' environment and man's own life.
Parts of the Baltic, Mediterranean, and Caspian Seas are al.See RSNT, P.trt m, A/CONF. 62/WP. 8/Rev. l/Part III, Articles 58
and 60, ICNT Article 247.
38 Composite Text Article 248.
39 Composite Text, Article 253.
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ready so polluted that marine life is seriously. threatened there
and they are.caIIed almost dead seas. The wastes dumped by
the coastal cities combined with tanker discharges have formed
a constant sludge of oil and plastics extending to nearly amil-'
lion square miles in the Atlantic Ocean. 'Heaches
the West
Coast of Afric~ are mixture of. sand and oil. Indeed,'many
scientists fear that the limit to the capacity of the sea to absorb
all this dump ,has been reached and if onslaughts contimieunabated, oce~n's'regenerativecapacity willeveJ;ltually be destroy~d. Environmental conventions ofthe past decade have suffered
from .low . st~ndards and ineffective enforcement. Mostcoun"
tries .refuse to be made financial1y liable for damage by municipal sewage, industrial wastes or any· other type of pollution.
The developing countr,ies argue that the industrialized countries
have become industrialized by polluting the sea, and contend
that now it is their turn. They want a more lenient standard
applied to the third world, pet'mitting its members to pollute to
achieve development.
There are five actual or potential sources of ocean pollution.
Out of these, lan,d-based activities, on which' there is no effective controJ,. account for about 90 per cent of aU marine pollution. The other four 'are continental shelf drilling, deep seabed
mining; ocean dumping and pollution' from vessels: It is importan,t to note that the last source is becoming increasin~ly
dangerous. Until 1948, no cargo ship weighed more than 26,000
dead weight tons, By 1973, there were more than 400 oil tankers of 200,000 or more tons, and some of them of 447,000
tons. Many of these. super-tankers are made without the requisite safety standards and are subject only to the standards
andenforcement'of the states' where they are registered. The
maritime countries seemwiIIing to require compliance 'with
internationally ac.cepted standards, but these would be promulgated under the auspices. of IMCO which has always ' adopted
the lowest common denominator. With all these diverse sources of fouling the marine environment, the future looks ominous.
The ocean will have more tanker traffic, deeper oil rigs and'
. pipelines, and huge undersea oil storage ,tanks. As populations
increase and living standards rise, espeCially ,in the third world,
so will waste, including redioactive wastes in .concreteqrums
which may not remain leak-proof forever.

on
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.E,:eryone'agrees t,hat. steps. IDllst betaken to. protect ' marine
environment. from p()Ilution al1(~ the Third Law of the Sea Con~
ference is attempting to ,establish l:!.' comprehensive jurisdictional fra\l1(;lwork to deal with it~ problems. While there is a general
agreement that "state,s have, the obligation to protect and preserv~nhe marine I;lnvironment"40 and aIIcoa~tal states m.ust
formulatenationl;l.1 laws. and regulat,iOl;lS to prevent, reduce and
control pollution 41 , there is l!l" lot of. disagreement about the
adoption of uniform, .universally aq:epted standardS, and even
m()re significantly on the enforcement ·of such standards.. Thus,
while generally coastal state ,regulati()ns on ship,generated
pollution,.. are to conformto internationallY agreed rule~ and
standards, it has been contend~d tb,at "where interJ;lationally
agreed rilles andstandar~ are not in existence . or are inadequ~
ate to :meet speeialcircumstances"c()astaLstates may. adopt
reasonable and non-discriminatory laws and regulations addi~
tional' to or more stringent' than the relevant internationally
agreed. rules and standards. Howe~er,coastal states ma.y· apply
s,tricterd,~signand construction standards tovesseIs na:vigating
in. tbeirzones only inxespyct of wa~ers where such.stri'cter
stan,dards are rendered e~sentiaXby.exqeptiona.l hazards ,tonavigation orthe,special vulnerability of the tuarineenvironment in
accordance. with accepted', scientific. criteria.42 Although this
position is sl,lppor,tedby most coastal states, it is objyctedto by
the major maritime countries with large merchant marine an,j
tal1ker fleets. ~imilarly, .. ""hether the vesseI~sourcepollutiop,
should be controlled by enforcement by the flag state()fcoastal
stat(;l through which a vessel ts passing is a subject of much
controversy.
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

No.law can always be"or remain:~bsoiutely clear and free from
ambiguity and controversy'.' Interpretation,of treaties itself is a
fairly technical job sigceany text of a treaty ca,n lea,dto differept il1terpretllti()~s depen~in$~p<)Q"the interestso.f the)nt~rpry40 RSNl', Part III, Article 2; CofupositeTextAitide 193.
41 Ibid.,Articte4; Composite'Text Article 195. ..'
42 See qUbtl!d in Miles, "The Structure and Effects of the Decision Process
in th~ Sell.blild Committee and the Third UN . dbtlfetencedn.theLaw of
ihe Sea," in Intinnational Organisation n. 11, p. 190.
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ters. For a law of the sea treaty to be.really effective once the
negotiators go home, there should obviouslY be some mecha- .
nism to settle disputes to reduce the possibility of conflict and to
ensure that rights and ob.ligations assumed under the treaty are
respected and, if necessary, enforced.. The issue cuts across all
others and one that cannot be ignored. There is little doubt
that any convention on the law of the sea that finally emerges
from the present negotiations, is bound to be a finely balanced
package covering the rights and obligations of coastal states and
other states relating either to economic zone,. continental shelf,
. transit through international straits, rights of land-locked and
geographically disadvantaged states, or the powers and co~pe
tence of the International Seabed Authority to administer the
common heritage of mankind. It is of paramount importance
that such a negotiated balance is not disturbed by unilateral or
arbitrary interpretation. ~ Since many of these provisions may
be necessarily framed in rather general terms their application .
to specific cases might easIly give rise to dispute about their
proper interpretation. While there is a general agreement that
there should be some amicable procedure for the· settlement of
disputes, there has been a lot of disagreement about the nature
of such procedure and :the need for compulsory adjudication of
disputes incase the parties are unable to agree. In fact, some
delegates feel that consideration of the settlement of disputes is
somewhat premature at the present stage. They believe that the
substantive provisions of the convention should be settled before procedural questions are discussed.
, During the fourth session, on 12 April 1976, the conference
authorized· the President of the conference to. prepare an Informal Single Negotiating Text on the settlement of disputes
which would have the same status and character as part I to III
of SNT. In May 1976, the President prepared a Text as Part
IV of the Informal Single Negotiating Text on the subject43
which, while seeking to impose a general obligation on states to
settle their disputes through peaceful myans, in accordance with
Articles 2 and 33 of the Charter, does not limit in any way the
method for dispute settlement that parties may wish to utilize:i4
43 UN Doc. A/CONF. 62/WP. 9,Rev. 1.
44

Ibid., Articles 1-4.
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A state may declare the forum in which it is subject and' may
cb,oose one or more of the following: a new Law of the Sea
Tribunal, the International Court of-~ustice, arbitration, or
special arbitration procedures utilizing experts foifisheries,
pollution, scientific research, or navigation disputes. 45 If
the parties fail to agree onei~her the arbitral tribunal or the
ICI,the dispute muSt go to the Law of the Sea Tribunal. The
text excludes from compulsory settlement all disputes "in relation to the' exercise of sovereign rights, exclusive rights or
exclusive jurisdiction" except (a) when it is claimed that the
coastal state has interfered with the freedoms of the sea guaranteed to other states i]1 its economic zone; or (b) when it is claimed that any other state has violated its obligation in the exercise of the aforesaid freedoms; or (c) if a coastal state has violated its obligations by failing to apply some international standards or criteria relating to the .preservation of marine environment. 46 A state may also eXclude from settlement procedure
disputes covering (1) sea boundary limJ!ations if they c~n be
settled through regional agencies; (2) military activities; and
(3) in which UN Security Council determines the procedures
for their settlement. 47
.
The general reluctance ofstates to accept compulsory thirdpart settlement of their disputes is well-known. At the third
session of the conference, most of the coastal states wanted to
dclude from such procedures all disputes relating to the exercise of their sovereign jurisdiction in territorial waters economic
zone; or continental shelf. As regards the internatiol1al seabed
area, while they were prepared to accept a Law of the Sea Tribunal for settlement of disputes between states and the.proposed
Seabed Authority,' some or-them, especially East European states,
objected to private individuals iike multilateral corporations
being permitted to appear before the Tribunal. . Others wanted
the Seabed Authority to .have the requisite competence and
flexi~ility to' develop its policies~ and functions effectively without
being endangered by injunctions or interim measures of the
Tribunal or by having its decisions declared void by the Tribunal. Many of them .would prefer to have an optional-compul'15 Ibid., Article A(l).
46

47

Article 18{l).
Article 18(2).
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sory system of settlement ofdisputes; as provided under Article
36, Paragraph 2 of the Statute ·ot the International Court of
Justice. The discussions dUring the sixth sessiOn in, 1977 hardly
changed 'the' situation. Although the Composite Text reproduced
more or less the same provisions 48 as in the 1976 SNT, it will
require a. Jot of persuasion and hard bargaining to reach an
agreement on the subject.
PROSPECTS
One of the, most important questions that was raised at'the
seminar and which has really ~o clear answer is whether this
conference will be, able to resolve all these controversial issues
whic}:1 affect the vital interests of states. Similar questions have
been raised time and again during the last few years: What is
the prognosis for emergence of a comprehensivetreaty in the
near future? Even if one is conduded, will it be accepted by aU
or even a majority of states? And finally, what is likely to
transpire if the processfails?
'
While no one can answer these questions with certaintY,and
there is always a gravedapger of one's calculations going abso c
lutely wrong, it is felt by several observers that, there is "a considerable ch~llce of 'official failure'," that,is, very little hope of
a c6nlprehensive treaty,49 It is not very surprisingbecause .to
reach agreelilent amongst 156 independent' countries, having
dive;seand conflicting national interest, and divid~d into~u
merous regional and other' pressure groups, on such a' large,
number, of is'sues in a single comprehensive treaty is practically
impossible. It is pointed out by son1c scholal~s "th~tthedecis,ion
to negotiate the entire law of.thesea·s;muItane~u~IY· ~as :,p,e~
haps the 'major error of the ,vholeeriterprise."50 It may be s,:;tid;
howevei', tIlatwhether or not it was an er'ror, it was a political
and practical necessity. Avast majority 'ofc;ountries, of the third
world, nlany of which h~d not participateqinthe1958 and1960
Conferences and others who had merelv asubscrvientrole to
play, insisted onacon1prel~ensi~e~~nf~;e~ceto'revi~wth~ wl1~le
law of the sea 'In the light of changec!' :c'irculll$.t.8:PCe~: '" S,oni~, of
the tecllliologicallyadvanced cou'~trie~'al~o felt -tliat ip)958 the
48 See Part XV, Articles 279-297 and Annexes IV to VII.
49 See Miles, n. 42, p. 160.
50 Ibid., p. 232.
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decision to split up the package illtoseparate conventions allowed states to pick and choose which they would ratify and this
had a destabilising effect on the agreemelits reached. Moreover,
looking at the trend, the maritime Powers felt that they would
have to concede wider coastal state jurisdictions. They thought
it proper to get concessions on other issues and made it clear
that states would have to buy the entire package in order to get
anything. 'It 3,lso came to be realized that most of the problems
and issues of the law of the sea were so interdependent that it
would not be advisable to deal with them: separately.
However, having accepted a comprehensive conference the big
maritime Powers felt that there was a great danger of the impositionof JTIajority views on the conference and that it was
impossible to solve international problems in this way. Not
surprisingly, the first major fight of the conference occurred
over the procedure that would be employed to produce a COllvention: The first session of' the conference, held in New
York from 3 to 15 December 1973, was devoted to the organizational details of the election of conference officers and
rules of procedure. Therules of procedure were still unresolved when the Caracas session opened, and occupied the' first
week of that session. The big maritime Powers felt that all
decisions should be taken by consensus and voting should be
allowed only after all attempts at formulating consensus had
failed. Under a threat frani the maritime Powers that they
might leave the conference, and over the strong objections of
the developing countries, the agreed voting formula adopted
at Caracas combined a "gentleman's agreement"51 on efforts
to reach consenSllS (in principle; then; no voting on substantive
matters will take place until all efforts to reach consensus or
general agreement have -been exhausted) with a requirement
for substantivedecisiol1sof"a iwo-thirds majority of' the
representatives present and -voting provided that majority shall
include at least a, majority of-the states participating in that
session of the conference;" --'- ,
According'tO Professor Miles; "the price for the conference
as a whole wasquih~ high -since it saddled themeetiiig with
perhaps the most c01'nple~ and time-consuming method of
51 For Text of "Gentleman's Agreement," see UN Doc. A/CONF; 6113'0/
Rev. 2.
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taking decisions ever employed in such a forum and it reinforced thc danger that on particular contcntious issues no side
would be able to muster the required majorities."52 There is
little doubt, as he goes on to say, that this cumbersome
procedure was the result of the perceptions held by the
representatives of advanced maritime countries that "decisions
would be made piecemeal in committees and that these
decisions would be forced upon them by the group of 77 unless
the rules of procedure were cllanged."53 But the inefficient
and cumbersome procedure has now put the whole work of
the conference in jeopardy. It has not voted on or approved
a single article. The conference functions normally on the
basis of consensus. This is considered necessary if there is to
be a widespread agreement on what can truly be regarded as
universal law.
It will indeed be ironic if the conference fails to reach an
agreement on a treaty. Because it will not mean the failure
of the conference as such in the sense in which the 1930 and
1960 conferences failed. It is readily apparent to the participants and observers that this conference has already achieved
agreement in principle, though details have yet to be formalized, on issues which could not be resolved at the Hague and
Geneva Conferences and on fundamental legal questions of
environmental protection that were not even faced at the earlier conferences. A part from a general consensus in favour
of 12-mile territorial. sea, the concept of 200-mile economic
zone givingthe coastal statc exclusive control over living and
non-living resources is an accepted fact. Even the United
States. thc Europeati countries and the Sovict Union have
joined other coastal states in declaring a 200-mile fisheries
zonc. Nor is there any more dispute about legal continental
shclf extending to the end of continental margin, although the
outer edge of thc margin has yct to be defined. Whether or not
thcre is a formal agreement, many coastal states will certainly
try to control the conduct of scientific research and to lay down
standarcb relative to ship-generated marine pollution. [n other
words, in eC000111 ic terms the conference has reached virtual
agreement on the disposition of aU the living and virtually all
52 Miles, n. 42, p. 184.
53

Ibid.
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the hydrocarbon resources of the sea-major and increasing
parts of the world's supply of petrol, energy and petrochemicals.
One issue that has yet to be resolved and which threatens
the disintegration of the entire Conference is the mining of
deep seabed manganese nodules-an activity that has not so
far started and that is likely to have less immediate effect on
the basic interests of most states than other activities on which
agreement has been reached. Some observers believe that a
legal regime for deep seabed cannot be achieved until there is a
broader North-South settlement. However, the differences
between the developed countries amongst themselves on the
one hand, and conflicting interests and disputes between developing countries on the other, have made it one of the most
ditIicult problems to be resolved. It may be hazardous to predict whether a concert of maritime Powers, or any other group,
could have its way without a treaty. Apart from the basic
speculative assumption that the relevant groups could . unite, in
practice, it has been rightly pointed out that "a contest for
power does not make law simply because the contestants pronounce legal concI usions to justify their actions, or because
their apologists really do believe that they are correct. In
functional terms, law will only emerge once there is a clear
victory, or the contest is resolved by agreement, formal or
informal."5"
Despite almost insurmountable difficulties, it is felt by some
serious observers that the Conference must not be allowed to
fail. The fundamental choice facing the wodd today, they
point out, "is whether vve arc going to go forward toward an
agreement which will benelit cssentially all nations, or whether
we are going to slide oil the razor's edgc in the other direction
toward" what is firmly believed "to be connict and chaos' in
thc ocean,"'),) The alternative to an agreement would be, it is
I'cared, "a chaotic pattern of ocean law that takes years to
develop through the slow cll5tomary international legal process
or claim and counterclaim, interspersed in many cases by cold
"I

d'"

Sec Bcrn<llll H. OXlllan, "The Third UN Confercllce on the Law of the
Sca: The 1976 New York Session," AlilericaTl !ouma! of III tf'rllational
Lall' (1977), p, 249.
.fohn Norton Moore's comments, in Miles, n. 11, p. 166.
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wars or the other problems that are currently arising;" It
would be much better, it is said, "if we have stability of expectations for the investment and business decisions that aJ,-e going
to be needed in the oceans."56
It is felt, however, by many other observers, a feeling that was
shared by several participants at the seminar, that even though
various contlicts between states on various issues,. ~specially in
relation to mining otde~p .seabed resources, cannot be avoided,
"most of the law that is made in global context is made in
processes of co-operation, by people acting together for shared·
interests." Therefore, there will by no '~anarchy if this' sea
Conference breaks up in confusion. We will still have perceptions of common int~rest, potentialities for reciprocity and
reroliation,
and a tremendous amount of co~operationonglobal
\
scale.."5i In fact a badly drafted treaty produced in .haste
. might itself be a source of contlict and chaos. It is doubtful if
any. cOlmtry or group of countries can or will ~ry to force its
will on othen. No law can' be stable unless it takes into
account the implications of the technological advance and is
accepted as equitable by the great major,ity of states. While
there is bound to be instability for quite some time in the
absence of a negotiated treaty, marked by frequent unilateral
c1ai.ms by indivi,dual states, states of various regions may find it
advantageous to co-ordinate their claims and actions leading
'perhaps to growth of regional regimes for the seas. This process may be imperfectly and unsatisfactorily. co-ordinated
through some existing or future international organisations.
Nobody can deny that this will not be a very sati,sfactory method'
for the development of l a w . '
'
Whatever be the case, whether .law is formulated through a
widely-accepted treaty, or it develops slowly and tortiously
through state practice, one thing that is certain is that the old
law has' changed for g'Qod. Even in the absence of a treaty,
the RSNT and the ICNT may prove to be most important
documents in terms of their intluence·on· state practice. Many
of their provisions have already come to be accepted and
.56 Ibid.,
57

p. 168.
Myers,S. McDougal's comments, in Miles, n. 11, p. 158; see also Johnston, n. 31, p. 193.
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adopted by many. states. Difficult questions will arise as to how
far these documents are deClaratory of emerging customary law
and how far they must be changed to be acceptable as a
universal treaty or customary law. Only time will answer these
questions.

Winds of Change in the Law of the Sea

WINDS OF CHANGE IN THE LAW
OF THE SEA.

R P Anand
In 1973, after nearly seven· years of intense, sometimes bitter,
and mostly frustrating, debates on the law of the sea in the
United Nations General' Assembly and its Committee on the
Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the
Limits of National Jurisdicti~li, the United Nations organized,
for the third· time, a Conference on the Law of the Sea. The
aim this time was not just to codify the accepted or existing
rules of international law or to legalize past state practices,
but to legislate and develop new laws relating to the increasing- ,
ly important oceans and their growing uses. Neglected for a
long time, the oceans had suddenly, as it were, assumed tremen- .
dous importance.
LEGAL VACUUM

It is a mere truism to assert that law always develops in accordanc~ with the needs of society. International law was also
developed or left undeveloped, changed or ulOdified, according
to the changing needs of the international society at different
times. For a long time, the uses of the ocean were few and
were generally confined to communications and fishing and
were occasionally extended to fighting. The main concerns of
the coastal states were security, protection of their near-shore
areas for their food supply, and their commercial fleets. The
law of the sea was the special concern of a Jew seafearing
nations, and the shape and content of that law was determined
largely by the dominant interests of the maritime Powers. There
was no need for an elaborate and intricate law for an area
which, though covering five-sevenths of the globe, was but of
limited use to the member states of the international society.
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For over three centuries, this area was largely what we may
well describe as a "legal vacuum". All the law on and about
this area could be summed up in the slogan, "Freedom of the
Seas." It was the seventeenth-century thinker Grotius who en. unciated the principle of freedom of the seas. In what is now
famous as "the battle of the books" he prevailed over his contemporaries like Selden and others, who argued for "closed
seas." Since then the world has regarded the idea of "freedom
of the seas" as incontrovertible doctrine. Grotius argued that
the vast expanses of the ocean were incapable of being appropriated and that its resources were inexhaustible. This deceptively simple argument made good sense in those days of limited
technological knowledge. The need then was free and safe
navigation to new markets in the wake of the Industrial Revolution in Europe: 1 This came to be understood to mean primarily freedom for all to navigate in security subject only to the
"rules of the·road;" at least~in times of peace. The seas were
also free for other uses, such as recreation, dumping, and, of
course, fishing. Later; as need arose, freedom to lay submarine
cables and pipelines and freedom to fly over come to be added.
LAISSEZ-FAIRE IN THE OCEANS

The hallmark of the law of the sea right up to the first half of
the twentieth century was "freddom", meaning essentially nonregulation and laissez-faire. 2 There was one small exception to
this freedom. Coastal states claimed to exercise jurisdiction
over a narrow band of sea adjacent to their coasts for tlieir
protection. They also claimed exclusive rights to the fish of the
coastal waters called territorial sea.. In course of time, it came
to be recognized that a coastal state had full sovereign jurisdiction for all purposes over its territorial sea subject only to the
right of "innocent passage" of foreign vessels. Although no
agreement could be reached about the breadth of the telTitorial
sea and no customary rule emerged in that regard, several
maritime Powers like the United States, Great Britain, France,
Gel;many, Japan, and others' claimed three miles' territorial
See R.P. Anand; "'Tyranny' of the Freedonl-of-the-Seas Doctrine,"
International Studies (JuI-Sep 1973), pp. 417ff.
2 See Louis Henkin, "Politics and the Changing Law of the Sea," Political
Science Quarterly (Mar 1974).
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waters. In addition, coastal states enjoyed rights to enforce
their immigration, customs, sanitation, and other laws in a
contiguous zone of undefined breadth beyond the territorial
sea. Occasional claims were made to exclusive fishing rights
outside of territorial waters by sorp.e coastal states on the basis
of long uninterrupted usage as "historic" rights. In times of
war, coastal nations' excluded belligerent acts from a wider
zone.
But beyond these limited rights in' a small area near the
coastline, the vast oceans remained absolutely free to be used
and abused, explored and exploited by the countries, according
to the chaotic play of their selfish interests. Freedom of the
seas amounted more to licence than to genuine freedom of
competition. It gave technologically advanced countries unlimited freedom to exploit the living resources of the oceans
without any consideration for the interests of other countries.
Freedom of the seas was not only used for the perfectly legitimate purpose of navigation but also interpreted by the militarily
powerful states as giving them a right to move across the wide
open sea to threaten small states or to subjugate and colonize
other peoples. Even to ,this day, the smaller states are concerned about several activities that take place on the high seas in
the name of the doctrine of the freedom of the seas. The activities include naval military operations and manoeuvres; testing
of rockets and missiles; using the high seas as dumping ground,
particularly for radioactive wastes; stationing and operations
of submarines armed with nuclear missiles; the so-called datagathering by electronic procedures along the coasts of other
countries; ana various other questionable activities.
Moreover, freedom of the high seas came to be transformed
into a licence to overfish and pollute. Until a few years ago,
only small quantities of fish were caught, compared with the
vast potentialities of the oceans, and ships were small and more
or less harmless. But all this has entirely changed. The advanced and still advancing fishing technology of a few countries,
especially since the Second World War-a computer-run industry making use of sonars, helicopters, and even satellites for
spotting fish, automatic gutting machines, and deep freezing at
sea- has belied the inexhaustibility of fishery resources. What
appeared axiom~tic in the days of Grotiushas become a mere
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fable today. Vacuum cleaner fleets of less than half-a-dozen
states have been indulgmg in massive overfishing and taking
away nearly half of the total catch of fish, threatening thereby'
the already-inadequate protein and foreign-exchange resources
of the poor countries. This has led to the extinction of many
species. It is well known that the coastal waters of t he world
are richest in nutrients and support the most abundant fish
population~ Over 80 percent of the world's :iishery production
is made up of species which, for all practical purposes, reside
in the near-shore waters above the continental margins. But
the technologically advanced nations, with modern, highly
mechanlzed fishing fleets, sail to distant waters and catch most
of the fish while most of the coastal states, with their outmoded :iishing boats and techniques, cannot compete with them.
FREEDOM FOR THE FEW

,

It is, indeed, with a lot. of reason and force that Senator Metcalf of the United States pointed out that "under the freedom
of the seas doctrine, there is not much equity between developed and underdeveloped coastal nations" and that "a less developed nation is a second-dass citizen."3 Freedom of the seas
has always meant unequal freedom or only freedom for the
few.
There is little wonder that only those few great maritime
Powers are champions of the doctrine of unrestricted freedom
of the seas today and urge its, unquestioned acceptance.' On
the other hand, a vast majority of the coastal states-the small,
weak, poor, underdeveloped nations, whether of Europe, Latin
America, or the newly independent continents of Asia and
Africa-are getting deeply concerned about the continued overexploitation of their coastal areas by the big maritime Powers.
Unregulated exploitation could not only increase the imbalance
between t~e developed and the developing c,ountries but also,
over the next few years, deplete many more marine resources.
That, in turn, would permanently damage the ecological balance
with possibly catastrophic consequences for the international
community. Most of the coastal s'tates are seriously questioning
3

See the remarks made by Senator Metcalf in the US Senate while
presenting a "Report on the Outer Continental Shelf." United States,
Congressional Record (1971), p. 5759.
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the value of the doctrine of freedom of the seas, which, howsoever useful it might have been in the past, has become outdated and "tyrannical" today. 4Tt is no longer valid to claim
that the freedom offishing is in. the interests of the internation~
al community when millions of human beings are suffering and
dying from Jack of proteins while others are makingdisproportionate profits. Nor, can unlimited freedom of navigation or
scienti,fic research be accepted when \Xhat is sought is simply
protection of the interests of a small nl1mber of states.
CHANGE IN THE OLD LAW

,

, Already in 1945; it was beginning to be. realiz~d that unregulat- '
ed freedom for the, exploitation of ocean resources, especially
neat the coastal areas, could not be continued to be permi~ted.
It came to be known that the sea wa~ a vast store-house and
reservoir of sorely needed mineral reso,urces. Geologists had
confirmed that huge resources of oil and gas'lay buried' under'
the sea-bed 'off the shores of various c'ountries, outside the, territorial seas, and technology was making them economically accessible. Desperately in need .of new sourc,es of energy andjn
safe,areas independent offoreignsburces,the United States and,
, later, other countries sought to exclude outsiders from their coastal areas. . In aprodamation made on 28 September 1945, the
then US President, HarryS.Truman, said 'that, since .the ex.ploitation of the. resources of the continental shelf dep~nded effectively upon the coastal state, it waS "reasonable and just" that
the coastal, state should haveexc~usive jurisdiction and control
over them. He, therefore, declared "the natural resources of the
subsoil and sea-bed of the continental shelf beneath the. high
se;:ts but contiguous to the coasts of the United States as appertainingto the United States."5,Although water above the .continental shelf remained high seas, \Vith the. usual freedoms of navigation and fishing opento,all, President Truman also claimed
Fishing Conservation Zones;n areas ,of the high sea~. contiguous'
to US coasts. 6
Realizing the ne~d of the times, several other countries foH.owSee Anand, n. 1, pp. 417ft'.
Quoted iu Marjorie M. Whiteman, Digest of International Law (Wash"
ington, D.C.), (1965), vol, 4, pp.756-7.
6 Ibid.
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ed suit and asserted claims over their respective /continental
"shelvesarid reserved to themselves exclusive rights to exploitation of the subsoil off their coasts. Some,' others claimed wide
fishing zones, apart from jurisdiction over their continental shelves. Some of the Latin American countries like Argentina,
Chile, 'Peru, Ecuador, Honduras, and EI Salvador went even
further and sought to extepd their sovereignty to wide areas of the
. seas up to a distance of 200 miles and claimed them as territorial seas, mainly to protect and reserve their fishery resources
, , f~r their exclusive exploitation:
1958 AND 1960 CONFIRM TRADITIONAL LAW
A new international law was emerging. The International Law
Commission, called upon to codify and develop anew international law of the sea, prepared a comprehensive draft convention, which however, reflected, to a large extent, the traditional
law plus the post-war doctrine of the continental shelf. The first
United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea; meeting in
Geneva in 1958, produced four conventions reaffirming the old
.practices: freedom of the seas as long conceived; the coastal
state's sovereignty in its territorial sea and its ancillary rights in
a' contiguous zone; and its sovereign rights over the continental
shelf. The smaller coastal states, poor and under-developed,
were not strong enough to ,get a wider territiorial sea and extended exclusive fishing zone accepted, but they refused to abide .
by the narroW three-rili'le rule either. The rights of the coastal
states for conservation of their coastalfisheries, accepted in the
Convention on ,Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources, of the High Seas (Article 6), were illusory and were not
sufficient to stop the. unabated exploitation of their coastal fisheri~s. Another' attempt in 1960 at tlle Second UN Conference
on the I,aw of the Sea to extend the coastal states' territorial
waters jurisdiction to six "miles and an additional six miles as
exclusive fishing zone failed to be accepted by the required twothirds majority by one single. vote. In sum, after the two UN
conferences, the law of the sea remained essentially the traditional law and was modified only to accommodate the continen- '
tal'shelfjurisdiction of the coastal state,"~s initiated by the United
States.' Many coastal states stiJl wished, and some claimed, wider
CONFERENCEs OF

7

See Henkin, n. 2, pp. 50-1.
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fishing zones or territorial waters but were unable to move the
entrenched Powers or successfully challenge their "historic"
rights and change the traditional law.
PHENOMENAL CHANGES IN INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY

It was not long, however, before the whole balance of forces

changed. Under a strong current of the principle of self-determination, aided by the unusual conditions of the Cold War,
scores of new nations from Asia and Africa acquired independence and emerged as full-fledged members of the international
society. The accession to the family of nations and active participation of the."new" Asian-African states, which had so far had
no voice and no status and which had been considered to be no
more than "objects" of international law, broke open the exClusive and powerful club of Western Christian Powers and Japan,
forming the active community of states. The mass of new states
shared with the thus-far-suppressed older states in Latin America
bonds of poverty and underdevelopment and resentment against
the Western developed states, which had long dominated the international scene. Despite aIr the differences in their. political,
social, cultural, religious, and historical backgrounds, the underdeveloped countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America had
enough in common, to form a group, if not a bloc, and take
concerted action in pursuance of their interests. Realizing the
effectiveness of concerted action, the underdeveloped countries
organized themselves into the so-called "Group of 77", containing actually more than a hundred members today. It is only
natural that the new majority should try to mould the law
according to their own views and interests.
Apart from this change in the geography of iriternational law
and the need of the new society to change and readjust the law
according to the interests of the changing society, the developing technology upset the balance arrived at the 1958 Geneva
Conference on the Law of the Sea. Contrary to the expectations at the 1958 Conference, 8 technology soon made it feasible
to exploit the vast resources of the sea-bed and ocean floor,
especially oil and gas, at depths beyond 200 metres, or the .geological continental shelf or even the continental margin, which
8

See R.P. Anand, Legal Regime of the Sea-Bed and the Developing
Countries (Delhi, 1975) ,p. 51.
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extended to a depth of 2,500 metres or more. Indeed, exploitation became technologically feasible at any depth. It also came to
be known that. beyond the continental margin, generally referred
to as the deep sea-bed, there lay extensive deposits of valuable
manganese nodules. Potentially. mineable, these nodules contain at least 25 per cent manganese, 1.25 per cent nickel, 1 per
cent copper, and 1.22 per cent cobalt, all metals essential to a
modernindustril:j.l economy.
As early as 1967, referring to the inadequacies of the current
international law, which .could and would encourage the appropriation of vast areas of the sea which were suddenly found to
contain untold wealth by those who had the technological competence to exploit them, Ambassador Arvid Pardo of Malta
told the UN General Assembly that the consequence of a competitive scramble for sovereign rights over the sea-bed could be
"very grave":
At the very least, a dramatic escalation of the arms race and
sharply increasing world tensions, caused also by the intolerable injustice that would reserve'the plurality of the world's
resources for the exclusive benefit of less than a handful of
nations. The strong would get stronger, the rich richer, and
among the rich themselves there would arise an increasing and
insuperable differentiation betw,een two or three and the remainder. Between the very few dominant Powers, suspicions
and tensions would reach unprecedented levels. Traditional
activities On the high seas would be curtailed... this is a
virtually inevitable consequence of the present situation. 9
He emphasized the need for the creation of an effective international regime for the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond a clearly defined national jurisdiction and acceptance of that areas
as a "common heritage of mankind" to be used and exploited
for peaceful purposes and for the exclusive benefit of mankind
as a whoIe.10
\
SEA-BED COMMITTEE:

A

FORUM FOR DEVELOPING NEW LAW

The General Assembly responded by establishing an ad hoc SeaBed Committee, which was later' made permanent and which
became a forum for preliminary negotiations on a new law of
the sea. On 18 December 1970, on the recommendation of
9

Arvid Pardo, inUN Doc. AIC. I/pV: 1515,1 November 1967, pp. 57-60.

10 Pardo, in UN Doc. AIC. I/pV. 1516,1 November 1967, p. 6.
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this committee, the General Assembly unanimously adopted a
Declaration of Principles Governing the Sea-Bed and Ocean
Floor, which said, inter alia, that the sea-bed beyond national
jurisdiction was not subject to national appropriation or
sovereignty but was "the common heritage of mankind," and'
that it must be "exploited for the benefits of mankind as a
whole, and taking into parti~ular consideration the inte~'ests
and needs of the developing countries."u Earlier, in 1969,
over the objections of the technologically advanced countries,
which wanted to maintain their legal right to exploit the newfound precious resources of the sea-bed, the General Assembly
declared that the sea-bed must be exploited "un~er an inter-'
national regime including appropriate international machinery."
Until such a regime was established it declared a moratorium
on all exploitation activities in the sea-bed beyond national
jurisdiction. 12
How far are these resolutions of the General Assembly binding on states may be a moor question. There is little doubt,
however, that even in their vague and imprecise language, they
lay down clear and precise principles which nobody can ignore
in future. They express the political and juridical conscience of
nations, or at least of their majority, and wield a force which is
much more than recommendatory.13
The new majority had started asserting itself. The developing
Asian-African countries, supported by the Latin American
states, often criticized the 1958 Geneva conventions, which, they
felt, had jeopardized their economic development. The practical
application of the four Geneva conventions had brought to light
their gaps, deficiencies, and imprecisions. Although "it would
be a serious mistake to wipe the slate clean and start again from'
the beginning," the developing countries feit that these conventiOJils "should not pe considered as sacrosanct eIther." The law,
they suggested, "should control' and guide events rather than
lag behind them."14 While participating in the development of
a common law for the exploration and exploitation of the deep
11

14

sea-bed and its resources, the new developing countries also
wanted to revise the old maritime law, which was developed
by a few maritime Powers in a very different age and which had
become outmoded and out of date. Over the objection of "old
guards" and defenders of traditional law, which wanted to have
a narrow conference for the codification of law for the exploitation of the sea-bed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction
alone, the new, developing countries wanted a "comprehensive
conference" to review the whole international law of the sea.
Patchwork efforts to modernize the law in 1958 and 1960 had
been insufficient. Moreover, apart from the opportunity it
'%uld give to many of them, which had not participated in the
1958 Conference, to review the law and participate in its codification, they would be able "to analyse, question and remould,
destroy if nee-d be, and create a new, .equitable, and rational
regime for the world's oceans and the deep ocean." To the
overwhelming majority of states, the status quo was unsatisfactory.Is Thus, presenting a list of subjects for the Third UN
Conference on the Law of the Sea on behalf of the oeveloping
countries, the representative of Kenya said in Sub-committee II
o(the Sea-Bed Committee on 3J March 1972:
The existing law of the sea had been designed specifically to
favour the strong countries over the weak countries, the industrialised countries over the poor, and developed over the
developing. The developing countries were, therefore, united
in their determination to achieve a more balanced and equitable regime, and that determitlation was reflected in the list
under consideration. The sponsors were convinced that the
list offered a framework in which all delegations could raise
any subject of importance to them at the conference. 1G
The same d<!legate warned on another occasion that if the
proposed new conference was steeped in "the old concepts of
law of the sea, weare bound to fail. We must find new con15

United Nations General Assenibly Resolution 2749 (XXV).

12 United Nations General Assembly Resolution 2574D (XXIV).
13 See Anand, n. 8, pp. 202-5.
A. Espinqsa (Colombia), in UN Doc.AIAC. 138/sR. 59,24 March 1977,
p.207.
I
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C.W. Pinto (Legal Adviser, Ministry of Defence and Foreign Affairs,
Sri Lanka), "Problcllls of Dcvcloping States and their Effects on
Decisions on the Law of the Sea," in Lewis M. Alexander, cd., Needs
and Interests of the Developing Countries (Kingston, R.I., 1973), p. 4.
See also the Lusaka Declaration of the Third Conference of Heads of
State orGovernment of Non-Aligned Countries, September 1970, UN
Doc. AIAC. 138/34,30 Aprf11971, p. 5
F.C. Njenga (Kenya), in UN Doc. AIAC. 1381SC. II/SR. 29,31 March
1972, p. 26
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cepts to resolve existing conflicts of interests in the sea, so that
[a] fair and equitable framework for the exploitation of the seas
is created."17
The poor underdeveloped countries did not fail to remind
the technologically advanced countries that more than a hundred
Members of the United Nations, out of a total of 149 today,
were developing countries and "that international law was now
intended to defend the developing world and not, as formerly,
the imperialist Powers."18 The major Powers, they urged,
"should admitlfhat the time in which they used to behave as
owners and masters of the seas is past. And they should agree
to and cooperate honestly for the establishment of a n~w interT
national order that will be adequate to present realities."1 9
CARACAS CONFERENCE

At the long-awaited Third UN Conference on the Law of the
Sea, which met in its first substantive session in Caracas in
1974, the new Asian-A~rican and other developing countries
were deterynined to play an active, even aggressive, tole in the
formation of a new law in place of the old, time-worn sparse
rules, which had left unlimited freedom to a few maritime Powers
to use and abuse the oceans according to their own selfish
interests. They were convinced that the so-called freedom of
the seas would have to be regulated in accordance with, and
balanced against, the needs of all the nation states to safeguard
their economic interests as well as their national security and
sovereignty. Nobody could remain unaware of the dangers of
continuing laissez-faire on the seas. It had ceased to serve the
interests of international justice. Freedom of the seas could
no longer be permitted to impair the even more fundamental
principle of national sovereignty and the inherent right of selfpreservation. It had become a catchword and an excuse for a few
countries to exploit the resources of the sea ruthlessly, to terrorize
the world, and to destroy the marine environment. That type
17 Njenga (Kenya), in the Report of the thirteenth session of the Asia1j1African Legal Consultative Committee held in Lagos, 18~25 Januaty
172,p.26
,
18 Alivar (Ecurdor), in UN Dec. A/AC. 138/SC.II/SR.31, 3 April 1972,
p. 30.
19 Arias-Schreiber (Peru), in UN Doc. AlAC. 138/SR. 46, 15 March 1971,
p.82.
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of freedom belonged to the old order and had outlived its time.
True liberty struck a balance between rights and obligations.~o
The developing countries would be seeking in establishing a new
law not charity, but justice based on the equality of rights of
sovereign countries with' respect to the sea. Only a new international law could establish this because they knew that "between
the strong and the weak, it is freedom which oppresses and law
which protecfs,"21
Besides serving as a vital link between states, the sea has always
been a source of wealth and power especially for the big maritime
nations. The deep ocean floor, hitherto remote and protected
from man's depredations, has provided the latest challenge and
perhaps the highest prize of the modern age. Determined not to
be left behind, as they were in the past centuries, when the sea was
exploited only by a few powerful states, the developing countries
'
want to be "partners in development" and to share the bendits
to be derived from the sea and the deep sea-bed. lndeed, to the
poor underdeveloped countries, the sea-bed offers a new, unique
opportunity to augment their meagre economic resources,

.

'

TREND TOWARDS WIDER NATIONAL JURISDICTION

[n order to protect their security and economic interests, there
was already discernible in [974 a clear trend towards extension
of national jurisdictions. Thus, while the number of states
claiming territorial waters up to a distance of 12 miles was
just thirteen in 1960, on the eve qf the Caracas Conference,
it was fifty-two. ' Another eleven states claimed territorial jurisdiction up to distances varying from 18 to 200 miles of sea. At
least ten Latin American states ha:d long since extended their
maritime zone to a distance of 200 miles. In 1970, Canada
extended its jurisdiction to a di'3tance of 100 miles in the Arctic
archipelago in order to control the dangers of pollution. Several
Asian-Afric,an countries had extended their fisheries jurisdictio'n
between 20 and 200 miles, and following the Latin American
concept of a patrimonial sea, most of them favoured and supported
economic zone of 200 miles to keep the developed countries away from their shores and to have the exclusive right to

ail.

20

21

Warioba (Tanzania) in UN Doc.A/CONF: 62/SR. 26, 8 July 1974, p.16.
Raharijadna (Madagascar) at the Third UN Conference on the Law of
the Sea. See UN Doc. A/CONF. 62/SR. 28,9 July 1974, ,po 13.
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exploit marine resources, both living and non-living. It was
cOl1sidered to be merely an assertion of permanent sovereignty
over their natural resources. If they did not have the technological capll-city to exploit the resources of this zone, they might
employ contractors, enter into joint ventures with foreign states
or companies, or make other bilateral arrangements for its exploitation. They hoped "that sooner or later, it would be
recognized that the welfare of peoples took priority over the
excessive profits of private enterprises."22 They rejected the
argument about full utilization of resources as the basis of
ownership. A resource could not be left to waste simply because
the owner did not utilize it fully. Indeed, the ability to exploit
had never been a criterion of ownership.
Despite some nagging questions, which still remain to be
solved, this trend of extension ofterritorial waters to 12 nautical
miles and creation of an economic zone for the exclusive exploitation of all the resources by the coastal state up to 200 nautical
miles was confirmed at Caracas in 1974 and the four formal
sessions of the Third Conference on the Law of the Sea held
since then. A large number of proposals to that effect were
submitted and supported by various groups, including forty-one
African states parties to the Addis Ababa Declaration,23 several
Asian States, twenty-two Latin American states (including
fourteen signatories to the Santo Domingo Declaration of 1972)24
Australia, Canada, and even the UnitedStates,25 as also by the
Soviet Union and other Communist states. It may be noted that,
22 Sarias-Schreiber (Peru), in UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SR. 46, 15 March 1971,
p.21.

23 UN Doc. A/AC. 138/89, June 1973. See also conclusion in the General
Report of the African States Regional Seminar on the Law of the Sea
held in Yaounde, 20-23 July 1972. UN Doc. A/AC 138/79, 21 July 1972
(Doc: A/8853), p. 52.
24 The Santo D9 min go Declaration' of the Specialized Conference of the
Caribbean Countries on Problems of the Sea, ·in UN Doc. A/AC. 1381
80,26 July 1972 (Doc. A/8853), p. 3.
25 See Draft Articles on economic zone and continental shelf submitted
.by the United States, n. 23, p. 222. The United States also passed legislation extending fisheries jurisdiction to 200 miles, which came into
effect on 1 January 1977. See the Times of India, 17 April 1976. Fo.!
the Draft Articles on economic zone submitted by the Soviet Union
and other Communist states, see UN Doc. A/Conf. 62/C.2/L.3:38, Third
UN Conference on the Law ofthe Sea, vol. 3, p. 214.
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unlike the First Law of the Sea Conference in 1958 at which negotiations began with a single negotiating text prepared in advance
by the International Law Commission, there was no negotiating
text at Caracas, and numerous countries submitted various
proposals on different aspects of the law of the sea. It was only
during the second substantive session, held in Geneva in AprilMay 1975, that the Chairman of three Main Committees of the
Conference were requested to prepare a Single Negotiating Text
(SNT) on the basis of proposals submitted by the different delegations and taking into account the formal and informal discussions held until then. The three Committee Chairmen reduced
a wide variety of differing proposals into one three-part Informal
Single Negotiating Text (SNT). Although it was not' really a
negotiated text or accepted,compromise, it did reflect an emerging trend and the possible direction in which a consensus might
be found. The SNT supported the extension of territorial waters
to 12 miles (Articles 1 and 2) and recognised a 200-mile economic zone [Articles 45(1) and 46J.26 In the light of further
negotiations the SNT was revised at the third substantive session
in 1976, and the three Committee Chairmen prepared the
Revised Single Negotiating Text (RSNT).27 While numerous
changes were made in respect of several aspects of the. RSNT,
they merely confirmed the SNT on limits of national jurisdiction
(Articles 2 and 45). Encouraged by this consensus which had
emerged, several countries passed national legislations in 1975
and 1976 extending their fisheries jurisdictions or economic zones
to 200 miles. Thus the United States, the Soviet Union; Mexico,
Norway, Canada, and the EEC countries passed such legislations. 28 India, Pakistan Sri Lanka, the Maladive Islands, and
several other developing countries followed suit and gave legal
form to their claims of 12 miles of territorial waters and 200
miles of economic zone. 29
21i

UN Doc. A/CONF. 62/WP. 8, pts. I, II, and III.

27 UN Doc. A/CONF. 62 WP. 8/Rev. l/pts. I, II, and Ill, 6 May 1976. The
28

211

RSNT underwent another revision in 1977.in ICNT, UN Doc. A/
CONF. 62/WP. 10, amalgamating all the three parts.
Hindllstan Times, 29 July and 31 October 1976; Patriot, 25 September
1976; and the Amrita Bazar Patrika, 28 January 1977.
India passed the Territorial Waters, Continental Shelf, Exclusive Economic Zone, and .other Maritime Zones Act in 1976. It came into force
on 15 January 1977. See the Hindllstan Times of 16 January 1977.
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SEVERAL PENDING ISSUES

Although there has been no opposition to these extensions of
national jurisdictions, their acceptance in treaty form, it is
po inted out, is
... dependant on satisfactory solution of other issues, especially
the issue of passage through straits used for international
navigation, the outermost limit of the continental shelf and
the actual retention of this concept and, last but not least, the
aspirations of the landlocked countries, which, for one reason
or another, consider themselves geographically disadvantaged. 3o
The United States, the Soviet Union, and the maritime Powers
made it clear even before Caracas, and have reiterated it
time and again since then, that unless "unimpeded passage on,'
over, and under straits used for international navigation" is conceded to all commercial vessels, and warships, there is simply no
possibility of coming to an agreement on the subject of national
jurisdiction. 3! Similarly, while there was a general consensus on
the concept of an exclusive economic zone extending up to
200 miles of the coastal state, there was much dispute about its
juridical status: would it be an area of national jurisdiction in
which the freedom of navigation, overflights, and lawful uses of
communication were permitted? Or would it be part of the high
seas in which the sovereign right of the coastal states to explore
and exploit natural resources were recognized? Who had the residual rights? What was the coastal state jurisdiction with respect
to preservation of the marine environment, scientific research,
and installations? There was also some disagreement about
continental shelf jurisdiction beyond 200 miles. While most of
the coastal states claimed legal continental shelf jurisdiction up
to the end of the contil}ental margin even if it extended beyond
the economic zone of 200 miles as already vested j n them under
customary international law, others suggested a precisely defined
limit of the continental margin beyond 200 miles as the only way
Sumnnry of the work of Committee II presented by its Chairman on 28'
August 1974, in UN Doc. A/CONF. 62/L. 86, Also quoted in John
R. Stevenson and Bernard H. Oxman, "The Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea: The 1974 Caracas Session," American
Journal OJ International Law (1975), p. 13.
31 Stevenson and Oxman, ibid., p.5.
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to achieve widespread agreement. 32 The RSNT defined the legal
continental shelf ofa coastal state as extending "throughout the
natural prolongation of its land territory to the outer edge of the
continental margin" or to a dIstance of 200 miles, whichever
was farther (Article 64), but provided for payments and contributions with respect to the exploitation of the continental shelf
beyond 200 miles (Article 70).
AREA BEYOND THE LIMITS OP NATIONAL JURISDICTION

The most difficult issue that must be resolved by the Third UN
Conference on the Law of the Sea relates to the exploration and
exploitation of the area which lies beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction and which contains large deposits of manganese nodules rich in such metals as manganese, nickel, copper, cobalt,
and molybdenum. Pilot tests for mining these nodules have already been conducted, although few of the results have been
publicly released. Several metallurgical processes have also been
experimentally tried for getting metals from manganese nodules.
The technology of sea-bed resource development is at hand; and
prod uction, it is said, is certain to occur between now and 1980
if a satisfactory legal regime is established. Several companies
have already dredged nodules from the deep ocean in substantial
quantities; and at least three separate international consortiato
undertake engineering deveIopment.of means of nodule recovery
have been formed. These considerations demonstrate a need for
urgency in development of an acceptable legal regime for the exploitation of these mineral resourees.33
COMMON HERITAGE OF MANKIND

The deep sea-bed area beyond the limits of national jurisdiction has been unanimously declared tiine and again by the General Assembly as the "common heritage of mankind." As against
the old system of a legal vacuum in the high seas, this provides a new law and was spelt out in the 1970 General Assembly resolution to mean that the deep sea-bed must be "explored

-

30

John R. Stevenson and Bernard H. Oxman, "The Third United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea: The 1975 Geneva Session", American
Juurnal of Internatiunal Law (1975), pp. 770-1.
:1:1 Sec Senator Metca fr's report on the Deep Seabed Hard Minerals Act
(S.7I3). US Senate, Congress 94, session 2, Report No. 94-745
(Washington, D.C.), 14 April 197f?, pp. 5-7.
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and exploited for the benefit of mankind as a whole, and taking
into particular consideration the interests and needs of the developing countries."34 This symbolizes the interests, needs, hopes,
and aspirations of the poor peoples. It is felt that the idea of the
"high seas" that was devised at a time when might was right
has given way to a more humane and equitable doctrine: within that area the sea cannot be subject to arbitrary control and
that its resources cannot be the subject of any act of appropriation since they belong to all mankind. 35 But without the needed
capital and advanced technical and· scientific knowledge and
equipment,the poor states cannot hope to exploit the resources
of the seabed themselves. They do demand a share in its wealth,
however, and a voice in its expoitation. Some also see an opportunity to establish international institutions with authority over
these large areas of the earth. Most of the developing countries
have been insisting that the sea-bed should be exploited exclusively by an international authority governed by all states voting equally, with all the revenues going for international development. They feel that a legal regime must be established which
guarantees the peaceful use of the international sea and its
wealth for the henefit of all mankind without anywivileges or
monopolies being granted to particular Powers or enterprises.
On the other hand, the technologically advanced countries-whether of the West or of the East-want to take full benefit of
the new-found wealth. Either they already have the means to
exploit it right now, or they expect to acquire the means within
a reasonably short period of time. They do not want their freedom to be curbed in this respect. They, therefore, want a rather
weak international authority. There has been much dispute and
little agreement, therefore, at Caracas and at the five sessions
of the Conference held since then on the basic conditions of
exploitation of sea-bed resourceS, the kind of international authority or machinery that must be established, the powers of the
authority and procedure for taking decisions-the issues entrusted to Committee I of the Conference.
34. See Declaration of Principles, General Assembly Resolution 2749
(XXV).

35 Valencia Rodriguez (Ecuador), UN Doc. A/CONF.62/SR. 31, 11 July
1974, p. 9.
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IMPATIENCE AT THE SLOW PROGRESS

Indeed, some of the technologically advanced countries are getting impatient at the slow pace of progress in the negotiations
on these issues. Several of their companies have invested from
$20 million to $40 million each in research on ocean-mining
and expect to increase their level of investment to $25-50 million
per year in order to begin full-scale mining operations as
soon as possible after an acceptable international legal regime
has been established. Having invested so much money (more
than $100 million in the United States alone), these mining
companies want free guaranteed access and secured rights to get
the sorely needed minerals free from all control M the states
producing those :t1,1inerals. The US mining co~panies, which are
said to have a technological lead of five to ten years over all
others, especially want to proceed immediately to maintain industry intiative and momentum. It is felt that the mining companies might give up ocean-mining if they learn that they would
not be able to proceed with their development plans until say
1982. The Americans have, therefore, pointed out that the
technology of the United States cannot wait indefiriitely for the
negotiations to be completed. As the former US Secretary of
State, Henry Kissinger, said in a speech on 11 August 1975 to
the American Bar Association:
The United States cannot indefinitely sacrifice its own interest
in developing an assured supply of critical resources tei an indefinitely prolonged negotiation. We prefer a generally acceptable international agreement that provides a stable legal
environment before deep seabed mining actually begins. The
responsibility for achieving an agreement before actual exploitation begins is shared by all nations. We cannot defer our
own deep seabed mining for tpo much longer. In this spirit,
we and other potential seabed producers can consider appropriate steps to protect current investment and to insure that
this investment is also protected in the treaty.36
Under existing international law, it is asserted that "the right
to mine the minerals of the deep sea-bed is one of the freedoms
of the seas, available to the n,ationals of countries without re36 Quoted in US Senate, Congress 94, session 1, Subcommittee on
Minerals, Materials, and Fuels oHh'e Cbinmittee on Interior and Insula r
Affairs, H~atin'gs, Status Report 'oh the Law of the Sea Conference
(Washington, D.C., 1975), pt. 4,1>. 15il.
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quiring the permission of any other nations" artd that the expression "common heritage of mankind," with reference to the
deep sea-bed, does "not connote the recognition of prciprietor~
ship or sovereignty in a new international regime and machinery
which might be created as a result of the current treaty negotiations. "37 In any case, it is emphasized by the spokesmen of the
industrialized countries that the resolutions of the General
Assembly, whether the 1970 Declaration of Principles or the 1969
Moratorium Resolution-GA Resolution 2574 D (XXIV)-prohibiting exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed beyond the
limits of national jurisdiction pending the establishment of an
agreed international regime, "do not have the force of law, and
-are merely advisory."3s There are other and better ways of
"dealing with deep sea mining than by the creation of a sea
monster endowed with perpetual life" in the form of an International Sea-Bed Resource Authority with a right to control the
exploration and exploitation .of the sea-bed·resources. 39 It is,pointed out that "the American people have everything to lose and
nothing to gain by the creation of new supergovernment to have
control in any degree whatever of our access to the minerals of
the sea-bed, now freely available to us under existing law." It is
felt that the "existing regime of freedom of the seas promises
more sea-bed minerals for American defeme and for the American consumer than any treaty now on the drawing boards could
possibly do. "40 There is always a lurking suspicion that the proposed Sea-Bed Authority "will likely be dominated by a combination of developing nations and socialist states," with the result
"that an anti-American bloc may decide not to negotiate with
our private companies. "41
One alternative to the establishment of an acceptable interna-.

tional regime or a satisfactory treaty, it is recommended, isdomestic legislation controll ing nationals by states in their deep
sea-bed mining operations and offering to other 'nations reciprocal recognition of mining claims which their nationals may disclose in a uniform system of registration. In order to maintain
the lead and initiative of the American mining companies and
provide a guarantee against loss of investment due to the imposition of a new international regime, bills have been introduced
in the US Senate (S. 713) and House of Representatives (H.R.
270 and H.R. 6017 Congress 94, session I) since 1972 in the
form of the "Deep Seabed Hard Minerals Act." Under the
provisions of these bills, US nationals can obtain a licence
from the Secretary of the Interior for the exploration or
commercial recovery of manganese nodules on the deepseabed which will limit the area to be mined by one company and
will contain provisions to protect the marine environment. It is
pointed out that the uncertain future of the legal situation is inhibiting exploration of the sea-bed minerals. Large sums of
money are required to carry out final engineering work and to
erect complex mining equipment and metallurgical plants. Industry must have the assurance of being able to mine a particular ore from a particular site long enough to achieve a return
on its investment. Industry needs the assurance that any future
law of the sea treaty will not in effect expropriate their investment and put them out of economic operation. 42 This is what
these legislations seek to provide. Although the US Administration has continuaUy taken the position that enactment of these
legislations will "adversely affect progress on the deep seabed as
well as other aspects of the law of the sea negotiations" and has
pleaded for their deferment, the pressure on the US Congress for
providing such legislation has been on the increase. 43

37 See Senator' Metcalf's report, n. 33, p. 15. See also Senator Magnuson's

It is interesting to note that on 14 November 1'n4 a US company, Deepsea Ventures, Inc., filed with the Secretary of State a
"Notice of Discovery and Claim of Exclusive Mining Rights" of
an area of about 60,000 sq. kilometres lying between. fIawaii
and California which was more than 1,000 kilometres from the
nearest island, and more than 1,300 kilometres seaward of the
outer edge of the nearest continental margin.. It sought diplo-

report on the Deep Seabed Hard Minerals Act. US Senate, Congress
94, session 2, Report No. 94-935 (Washington, D.C.), 3 June 1976, p. 14.
3S See Northcutt Ely, "Mining Rights in the Deep Seabed" in Status
Report on the Law of the Sea Conference, n. 36, p. 1556, relying on evid~
ence from US Government representatives, Stevenson and John Norton
Moore.
39 Ely, ibid., pp. 1558-9.
40 Ibid., p. 1572.
41 Views of Senators Strom Thurmond, Barry Goldwater,a nd Dewey
Bartlett, as ·quoted in Senator Magnuson's R~port, n. 37, p..27.

42 Senator Metcalf's Report, n. 33, pp. 5-10.
43 Ibid., p. 11.
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matic protection of the US Government with respect to exclusive mining rights and protection of the integrity of its investments there. 44 It must be pointed out that such unilateral actions
might lead to terrible disputes amongst various claimants which
the Third UN Conference on the Law of the Sea is trying to
avoid. No action must be taken rashly or in a huff.
It is important to note that not only are the poor technologically under-developed countries getting wary of the American
impatience to exploit seabed resources in hurry, but even technologically advanced countries like the Soviet Union, Great Britain,
France, West Germany, and Japan are becoming sceptical about
the US lead in this respect which might lead to an American
monopoly of the deep sea-bed mining industry and result in a
disruption of their.own domestic mineral industries. These industrialized countries, therefore, strongly advocate some form of·
limitation on anyone country's share of overall ocean mining
production, or a state quota restricting the number of sea-bed
mining sites which may be exploited by anyone nation.
Not surprisingly, the United States remains opposed to any state
quota or similar provisions which would restrict its access. 45
Thus, suggesting that the new sea-bed regime "should guarantee
non-discriminatory access for states and their nationals to deep
seabed resources," the US Secretary of State, Kissinger, said:
The requirement of guaranteed access will not be met if the
treaty contains arbitrary or restrictive limitations on the number of mine sites which any nation might exploit.. And such
restrictions are unnecessary because deep seabed mining cannot be monopolized; there are many more productive seabed
mining sites than conceivably can be mined for centuries to
come. 46
<1<1

45

<16

See Deep Sea Ventures Mining Claim, quoted in Ely, n. 3~, p. 1'540.
See Hearings before the Subcommittee on Oceans and' International
Environment of the US Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, New
York Session of the Third UN Law of the Sea Conference, 20 May 1976,
pp. 4 and 27.
Henry Kissinger's speech of 8 April 1976 in in New York, "The Law of
the Sea·: A Test of International Cooperation," in Hearings before the
Subcommittee on Minerals, Materials, and Fuels of the US Senate Committee. on Interior and Insular Affairs, Status Report on Law of the Sea
COnference, 8 June 1976, pt. 5, p. 1945.
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CONTINUING NEGOTIATIONS FOR THE EXPLOITATION
OF THE DEEP SEA-BED BEYOND NATIONAL JURISDICTION

It is interesting to note that the SNT prepared in 1975 by the
Chairman of the First Committee of the LOS Conference provided that all activities of exploration and exploitation in the seabed area, as well as other associated activities, were to be
conducted directly by a proposed International Sea-Bed Authority [Article 22 (1)]. The Authority was authorized, however,
to carry' out these activities through other entities, such as
states parties, state enterprises,and other natural or juridical
persons, under legal arrangements which must ensure the Authority's direct and effective control at all times [Article 22 (2)].
The proposed Authority would conduct its activities through an
Enterprise which would be under the policy direction and supervision of the Executive Council of the Authority. The Authority would identify ten economically viable mining sites and
enter into joint ventures with other entities for the exploration
and exploitation thereof, but might decide to reserve certain pOl' .
tions of the mining sites for its own exploration [Article 22 (3)
and (4)].
This general and almost complete control of sea-bed exploration and exploitation activities by an international Authority
which would be dominated by the developing countries, without any protection of the power of veto for the industrially advanced countries, was totally unacceptable to the latter. In order
to provide guaranteed non-qiscriminatory access to the deep seabed resources by its companies, the United States suggested in
April 1976 a system under which each potential "contractor
would propose two mine sites for exploitation." The Authority
would then select one of these sites, which would be kept in
a "bank" to be "mined by the Authority directly or made available to the developing countries at its discretion. The other site
would be mined by the contractor on his own." The United
States also proposed a system of revenue-sharing from mining
activities for the use of the international community based either
.on royalties or on a system of profit-sharing from contract mining. 47 These proposals for a dual access system came to be
included in the RSNT redrafted in May 1976. Annex I of the
RSNT provided for a procedure whereby an applicant might
<17

See Kissinger, ibid., p. '1946.
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submit two areas of the same size and equivalent commercial
value, one of which might be designated by the Authority as
contract area and the other to be exploited by the Authority
directly through its operational arm, the Enterprise, or in association with the developing countries or entities sponsored by
them. The contractor would have the right to exploit the contract area under an agreement concluded with the Authority
under Annex I of the RSNT.48 The RSNT alSo elaborated a new
system of revenue-sharing between ,the contractor and the Authority ~Annex I: ICNT, Annex H).
The developing countries were still sceptical, however, about
the new proposals. The one half of the area reserved for the
Authority would remain only on paper because, in the absence
of sophisticated technology and the huge capital required for the
exploitation oHhe resources of deep sea-bed, the Enterprise of the
proposed Sea-Bed Authority might never be able to exploit any resources; or at least for a long time it may remain a non-starter. On
the other hand, the developed countries might start exploiting the
resources immediately without any real benefit to the developing
countries. The exploitation of tM contractors might reach an
optimum stage of production before the Authority acquired the
necessary capability to exploit, and by t]:len no production would
be permissible even by the Authol'ity owing to the productioncontrol formula to safeguard the interests of the countries with
land-based minerals. Such a situation could only benefit the fe"Y
highly developed countries and would lead to a form of "new
colonia!ism. "49
In order to allay these fears of the developing countries, the
United States" offered on 2 September 1976 a "contribution so
that the international enterprise can have the financial resources
and the means to proceed" with the exploitation of the resources of the deep sea-bed almost on a par with the Western
countries. As part of the package approach it also proposed a
review, perhaps in twenty-five years, to determine if the provisions of the treaty regarciing the system of sea-bed exploitation
48 UN Doc. A/CONF. 62/WP S/Rev. l/Part I, 6 May 1976, Article 22.
(See Article 151 of/ICNT, Doc. A/CONF. 62/WP. 10).
the Asian-African
Legal Consultative Committee. Indian Express, 24 August 1976.

~9 See statement by B. Sen, Secretary-General of
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were working adequately.50 However, how much and what kind
of monetary and technological help would be forthcoming under
this proposal was not spelt out,51 and the developing countries
did not want to accept the US proposals without understanding
their full implications. il2
ECONOMIC EFFECT OF DEEP SEA-BED MINING

One of the most difficult issues before the LOS Conference
has been the economic effect that deep sea-bed mining might
have on the land-based producers ofmanga'nese, copper, nickel,
and cobalt in the developing countries. A number of these
land~based producers have been trying to provide protection for
their countries by seeking to give the Sea~Bed Authority the
po'!Ver to control directly the price and production, of these
metals mined from the deep sea-bed. On the other hand, the
United States and some industrialized countries have been
strongly opposed to giving the Authority any such control over
prices or production of the important minerals since they would
"throttle free-enterprise competition" and would be against
their interests.53 As suggested by the United States in April
1976,54 the RSNT included an Article (Article 9) which provided for a twenty-year interiri1 period during which a production
limitation on sea-bed resources exploitation would apply to ensure that ocean-mining did not produce more than the projected growth segment of the world nickel market. 55
WHO WILL CONTROL SEA-BED AUTHORITY?

Another most important and' controversial issue which has to
be negotiated is the composition and voting system in the Executive ~ouncil of the 'proposed Sea-Bed Authority. The provisions laid down in the SNT and the RSNT for a Council consi50 See statement by the US Secretary of State, Henry A. Kissinger, in the
Times of India and the National Herald of 3 September 1976.
The Statesman" 4 September] 976.
52 The Tribune, 20 September 1976.
53 See statement by Senator Paul J. Fennin, in New York Session of the
Third United Nations Law of the Sea Conference, n. 45, p. 1611.
54 See Kissinger's speech, n. 46, p. ]946.
55 See also the US delegation's Report on the Third UN Conference on the
Law of the Sea. Quoted in New York Session of the Third United Nations
Law of the Sea Conference, n. 45, p. 33.
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sting of thirty-six members, twenty-four to be elected in accordance with the principle of equitable geographical representation
and twelve with a view to representation of special interests,
deciding on the basis of "one state, one vote", are naturally
unacceptable to the developed' countries. 56 But any veto by the
industrially advanced countries would be intolerable to the developing countries.
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The sea is no longer a mere n~vigation route, a recreation centre, or dumping-ground. It is the last phase of man's expansion on the eafth and must become an area of co-operation for
orderly, progressive world development in which all wiUshare
equally and equitably.

OLD ORDER CHANGES

Allthese issues and others in the law of the sea will not be
solved without a lot of political horse-trading and compromise.
There is little doubt that most of the issues are interconnected.
Several delegations have made it clear that their willingness to
accept one or mOle of the claims and proposals are dependent
upon the acceptance of their, other claims and proposals.
There is a general tendency to seek a single comprehensive
treaty or what is called a "package deal."57 As the former US
Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger, said recently:
Like the oceans themselves, these various issues are interrelated parts of a single entity. Without agreement on all the
issues, agreement on any will be empty, for nations will not
accept a partial solution,.-all the less so as some of the concessions that have been made were based on the expectation
of progress On the issues which are not yet solved. 58
Sacrifice of some vital interests will have to be made to
achieve such a "package deal." While the details of the law that
will ultimately emerge is uncertain, what is certain is that the
old law of laissez-faire in the sea is gone and gone for ever.
The prime function of that law was to reconcile the freedom of
one state with that of another. The recent technological revolution has transformed the international society into a world
community. The changes in the technological, political, economic, and sociological structure of the international society must
be accompanied by changes in the law. , International law is a
living discipline evolving continuously in the light of new situations. New law is taking the place of old dogmas, and this new
law must be in accordance with the needs of the new society.
56 Ibid., p. 34.
57 See stevenson and Oxman, n. 32, p. 765.
58 Henry Kissinger, ds quoted in Report No. 94-754, n. 33, p. 35:
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LEGAL CONTI,NENTAL SHELF

R. P. Anand
Although 'claims to resources of the sea-bed, such as pearl and
sedentary fisheries of what we now call the continental shelf,
have been made for centuries,! and some coal-mines were dug
nnder the subsoil in some countries during the nineteenth· centurY, 3 the real importance and usefulness of the sea-bed came to
be realized only after the Second World War. In a proclama~
tion made on 28 September 1945, President Harty S. Truman
of the United States referred to 1) the awareness of a long-range,
world-wide need for new sources of petroleum an.d other minerals; 2) the existence of these much~needed resour.::es under the
continental shelf and the technological feasibility of their exploitation either immediately or in the near future; and 3) the need
for some recognized jurisdiction over these resources in the
interest of their conservation and prudent utilization as and
whim development was undertaken.' The proclamation it then
went on to say that in the view'of the US Government,
the exercise of jurisdiction over the natural resources of the
subsoil and sea-bed of the continental shelf by the contiguous
nation is reasonable and just (1) since the effectiveness of
measures to utilize or conServe these resources would becontingent upon cooperation and protection from the shore,' (2) since
the continental shelf may be regarded as an extension of the
land mass of the coastal nation and thus naturally appurtenant to
it,' (3) since these resourcesfrequently form a sea-ward extension
See P.e. Jessup, The Law of Territorial Waters and Maritime Jurisdiction (London, 1927), p. 15; Cecil Hurst, "Whose is the Bed of the
Sea," British Year Book of International Law (1923-24), p. 24; Carl M.
Franklin, The Law of the Sea": Some Recent Developments (Washington, 1961); pp. 30~1.
: Hurst, ibid" pp. 40-1.
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of a pool or deposit lying within the territory; and (4) since selfprotection compels the coastal nation to keep close watch
over activities off its shore which are of the nature necessary
for the utilization of these resources (Emphasis and numbers
added).
For these reasons, the proclamation declared that the United
States regarded the natural resources of the ,subsoil and sea-bed
of the continental shelf beneath the high seas but contiguous to
the coasts of the United States as appertaining to the United
States subject to its jurisdiction and control.
In cases where the continental shelf extended to the shores of
another state, or was shared with an adjacent state, the proclamation announced, the boundary would be determined.in
accordance with equitable principles. It specifically pointed
out, however, that this assertion of jurisdiction and control over
the continental shelf in no way affected "the character as high
seas of the waters above the continental shelf and the right to
their free and unimpeded navigation."3 Although the proclamation did not define the term "continental shelf'~, a White
House Press Release of the same day (28 September 1945)
declared: "Generally, submerged land which is contiguous ,to
the continent and which is covered by no more thapl00 fathoms
(600 feet) of water is considered as the continental shelf."4 "
Acceptance of the She{f Doctrine. Although this instrument
was not the first or only one to have appeared about the nature'
and extent of the rights relative to ,or exercise oyer' the continental shelf, it has, as the International Court said in the North
S~a. Continental Shelf cases, "a special status," since it has come
to be "regarded as the starting point of positive law on the
subject."5 The "chief doctrine it enunciated, namely, that of
the coastal state as having an original natural,and exclusive (in
short 'a vested) right to the continental shelf off its shores, came
to'prevailovel' all others."!),
Not only was the US assertion of "jurisdiction and control"
over its continental shelf accepted by the international com-

.a

See quoted in Marjorie M. Whiteman, Digest of International Law
' vol. 4 (Washington, D.C., 1965), pp. 756-7.
4 Whiteman, ibid."p, 758.
5 'North Sea Continental Shelfcases, Ie] Reports, 1969. pp. 32-3.
6 Ibid., p. 33.
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munity without any objection, but several other states also
followed suit and issued proclamations asserting claims over
their respective continental shelves and reserving for themselves
exclusive. rights to exploitation of the subsoil off their coasts.
By 1958, some twenty states, and the United Kingdom with
respect to a dozen dependent territories,- had' claimed sovereign
rights over their respective continental shelves. 7 While a new
law of continental shelf was' in the making, the International
Law Commission included the regime of the high sea in the pro, visional list of topics selected fOl'codification and decided that
it should be given priority. After long and extensive deliberationsfor several years, the Commission recommended in 1956 a
comprehensive' araft which, with some}mportant modifications,
was incorporated into four conventions, including a Convention
of the Continental Shelf, in the First UN Conference on the
Law of the Sea in 1.958.
The 1958 convention, although ratified by only fortyfour states, came to be tacitly.accepted by several 'others and
has indeed long passed, in the words of the International Court,
"into the general corp'us of customary international law H8 which
is equally binding now on signatories as well as non-signatories
of the convention. In fact, as the Court pointed out; the cori~
vention had merely codified the new customary law on the subject and even in '1958 its first three articles were "regarded as
reflecting, "or as crystallizing, received or at least elilergent
rules, of customary international law relative to the continental
shelf, amongst them the seaward extent of the shelf."9
DEFINITION

OF

CONTINENT AL -SHELF

Bef0re wediscllsS. the definition of legal' cO'ntinental shelf or
limits of national jurisdiction in the sea-bed adopted in the 1958
convention, it may be pointed out that all states did not refer
to the term"continental shelf" in the same sense. A brief survey
of the various state proclamations and instruments relating to
continental shelf shows that in some of th~m the term did not
See Max Sorensen, "Law of· the Sea", International Conciliation, No.
520, (New York, 1958), pp. 226,7; M.W.Mouton, The Continental
Shelf (The, Hague, 1952)
S I.e.J. Reports, n. 5 A,p. 39,
9 Ibid.• p. 39.
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appear at all. Others referred to depths of a hundred' fathoms
or 200 ~etres, whereas still others claimed wider areas of the
sea. As Lauterpacht rightly pointed out, "the ~xpression 'continental shelf' has become no more than a convenient formula
covering a diversity of titles or claims to the sea-bed and its
subsoil adjacent to the territorial waters of the state. "10
Geologists, geographers, and other scientists generally use the
term 'continental shelf' to mean the submarine extension of the
"continent" outward into the sea or "a kind of pedestal on
which the continent seems to rest in the ocean."ll This base
or pedestal' on which the continent rests gradually slopes towards the sea until it reaches a depth of about 200 metres or
a hundred fathoms (equivalent to 182 metres and 90 centimetres). Thereafter, it dips sharply to the ocean floor. It is
generally recognized, however, that this depth of two hundred.
metres is a mere approximation and' its adoption is primarily
due to the use of ocean charts which all bear the 100 metre,
200-metre and 300-metre. contour lines. "The only accurate
method of defining continental shelf", it is pointed out in one
of most authoritative works, is "to consider it as lying between
the shore and the first substantial fall-off-on the seaward
side-whatever its depth."12
It may be noted that
the .depth of the shelf edge
varies from
r
.
fifty metres to 550 metres and the width of the shelf may range
from less than one to 800 miles. The edge of shelf does not
appear to be a simple phenomenon. It may lie in some regions
at more or less than a hundred fathoms; in o hers, .it may be
almost imperceptible; in still others, there may not be one but
several shelves and edges; or the submarine terrain maybe so
confused as to render the task of locatinga.ny continuous line
very difficulU 3

The "substantial fall-off" begins in some cases (e.gl, the
Sir Hersch Lauterpacht, "Sovereignty Ovet Submarine Areas" British
Year Book of International Law, Vol. 27 (1950), p. 376.
11 See UN Memorandum' on the Regime of the High Seas, in Whiteman,
n. 3, p. 814.
10

western coast of North and South America and practically the
entire coast of Africa) at a small distance from the coast. In
other cases (e.g. Newfoundland, the British Isles, and the Central
and Western Indonesian Islands) there are very broad shallow
areas. In the Persian Gulf, there is nowhere a "substantial
fall-off" depth exceeding 125 inetres. In the geological sense,
there is no continental shelf in the Persian Gulf. Similarly,
there is no continental shelf, in the technical meaning of the
term, between Great Britain and Denmark, or between Great
Britain and France. These geographical variations explain why
there is no reference to the continental shelf in the proclamations issued by Rulers of states in the Persian Gulf, and also why
Chile and Peru use the term "continental shelf" without any
reference to its geographical or geological meaning. 14 The absence
of the geological shelf has promoted some of the Latin American
sta:tes to make extensive claims to the resources of the high seas
adjacent to their coasts to "compensate" their lack of shelves.
Furthermore, within the continental shelves themselves, there
are basil)s with depths in excess of 200 metres. A good example
of this type is the longitudinal trough along the coast of Norway with depressions that connect with the deep sea and splits
the Norwegian shelf into. an inner and an oliter part.
These geographical variations in the submarine areas show
that all shelves do not follow the broad general pattern, and
the task of fixing an "edge", even in the scientific world,involves
to some extent an arbitrary dete~mination.15 . The general description of the continental shelf as the platform or base on
which the continent rests is also no more than a figure of speech.
Many times the structures of the submarine areas folIow the
pattern of broken valleys and ridges. All these factors have
been of great concern to international lawyers and particularly
to the International Law Commission in defining the "conti- .
nental shelf" in legal "terms.
CONTINENT AL SHELF CONVENTION:

quoted in UN Memoranduhl,ibid, p. 815.
UN Memorandum, ibid. See also Richard Young, "The Legal Status
of Submarine Area beneath the High Seas", American Journal of International Law, vol. 45 (1951), pp. 233-5.

.

Articlel. After very detailed and exhaustive discussion over

12 Bourcart, Geographie du fond des Mel's: Eillde dll Relife des Oceans,
13
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See Lauterpacht, n.l0, pp. 383-7. See also. Pearcy Geographer, Department of State, "Geographical Aspects of the Law of the Sea", quoted
in Whiteman, n. 3, pp. &17-8.
15 Young n. 13, p. 235.

14
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a number of years in the International Law Commission and an
intensive debate in the 1958 Conference on tIie Law of the Sea,
continental· shelf was defined in Article 1 of the Continental
Shelf Convention as follows:
For the purposes of these articles,the term 'continental.shelf'
is used as referring (a) to the sea-bed and subsoil of the
submarine areas adjacent to the coast but outside the area of
the territorial sea, to a depth of 200 metres or,beyond that
limit, to where the depth of the superjacent w~ters admits of
the exploitation of the natural resources, of the said areas; (p)
to the sea-bed and subsoil of similar submarine areas .adjacent
to the coasts of islands.
OUTER LiMITS OF ,THE SHELF

As defined in the 1958 convention, irrespective of the ge,ological
meaning of the term "continental shelf",'asa matter oflaw the
continental shelf extends at least toa depth of 200 metres; In"
deed, it extends beyond that limit "to where the depth of the su- .
perjacent waters admits of the exploitation of natural resources."
Although some members of the International Law Commission
(in 1956),16 and some delegates to the Geneva Conference of
1958,17 did warn of the danger of limitless expansionofthe
shelf regime under this vague and flexible definition, it was
generally believed that it would not be possible to exploit the
natural resources beyond 200 metres "for a long time to
come."IB It is well-known, however, that much more technological progress has been made since that time than was expected.. Depth of water is now no obstacle to exploitation any16 See R.B. Pal, Yearbook of the Internatio~al Law Commission, 1956,
vol. I,pp. 133-4; Scelle, ibid., p. 135; Francois, ibid., p. 138.
See Samad (Pakistan), 1958 UN Conference. Official Records, vol. 6,
p. 19; Obiols-Gomes (GuateIl1ala), ibid., p. 31 ; Fattal (LebaMn), ibid.,
,.,.
.
p. 38 ; Yugoslavia, Official Records, vol. 2, p. 93.
18 International Law Commission's Report, 1956, Year book of the International Law Commission, 1956, Vol. II, p;296 ; see also discus~ion in
the ILC, n. 16, pp. 138 ff. In a paper prepared for the 1958.Gonference, M. W. Mouton noted that depths of 200 feet (61 metres);were
the m<lximum at which the then existing oil drillin'g platforms could be
used'. Even other minerals (e.g. tin off Thailand) could not be exploited
beyond 215 to 220 feet (65.5 to 67. 1 metres). He believed· that, exploitation at 200 metres would not become possible in twenty years.. ' See
Mouton, "Recent Developments in the Technology of Exploiting the
Mineral Resources of the Continental Shelf", A/CONF. 13/25.
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where. Even if it is nut possible as yet· to exploit the natural
resources in the deep sea commercially, there is hardly any doubt
that the depths to which one might exploit the resources of the
sea are increasing every day. Where, then, is' the outer limit of
the continental shelf?
EXPLOITABILlTY

According to one view, the definition adopted in this article is
essentiaiIy elastic, capable of indefinite expansionin the wake
of technological progress. Literal interpretation of the convention makes it possible to maintain, it is suggested, that the
whole sea-bed may be partitione'd between the coastal states
'concerned. As Professor Oda asserts:
It can be inferred that, under this convention, 'all the sub-

marine areas of the world have been theoretically divided
among the coastal states at the deepest trenches, This is the
logical conclusion to be drawn from the provision approved
at the Geneva Conference. 19
'
,
It means that all seas would become "national lakes" divided
by median lines in the mid-ocean and governed by rules relating
to the continental shelf, more than 139 million square miles of
20
sea-bed thus appertaining to one coastal state or another.
There is hardly any doubt that this interpretation of Article I
has no basis whatsoever. Even a literal reading of the article
makes it clear that the shelf is limited "to the sea-bed and subsoil of the areas adjacent to the coast." This interpretation,
as the International Panel Report ,of the US Commission on
Marine.Science and Resources, said,

read the definition of the continental shelf as if the adjacency
criteriol1 \\-ere not there. It ignores the fact that the convention, after all, sought to define the continental shelf and
resorted to the exploitability test to'effect some limited

17

Shigaru ada, "Proposals for Revising the Convention on the Continental Shelf", Columbia Jou;nal of Intemational Law, Vol. 7 (Spring, 1968),
p. 9 ; see also Oda, "Future Regime of the, Deep Ocean Floor", in J.
Sztucki, Symposium on tbe International Regime of the Sea-bed,(Rome,
1970), pp. 345-6.
20 See a map showing these divisions by Francis T. Christy, in lnterim
Report, On the UN and the issue of Deep Ocean ResoL!Yces together with
Hearings Pursuant to-Res, 179 (Washington 1967), opposite p. 89.
19
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extension of sovereign rights.21
The Intern~tional Law Commission, wl.;lich draf[ed the convention, undoubtedly wanted only a limited extension of the
state authority over the sea-bed. This intention became abundantly clear during the 1956 discussion in the Commission 22 and
in its report to the General Assembly.23 A. general understanding of the limited extent of the continental shelf became
also clear in the Geneva Conference of 1958. 21 Even more
important, in the debates and resolutions of the United Nations
General Assembly, UN III Conference on the Law of the Sea,
and other UN bodies during the last few years, this interpretation of Article I has been unanimously rejected. In a number
of resolutions, adopted either unanimously or by overwhelming majorities, the General Assembly has declared that "there
is an area of the sea-bed and ocean floor, and the subsoil thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction", the precise
limits of which are, of course, yet to be determined. 25
Professor Henkin correctly asserted: "No government...
would dare propose this as the interpretation of the Convention; if one did, the other nations would reject it."26
21 Report of the International Panel of the Commission on Marine Science
Engineering and Resources, Marine Resources and Legal-Political
Arrangements for their Developml?1lt, vol. 3, (Washington, D.C., 1969),
p. VIII-!7; See also Ian Brownlie, "Recommendations on the Limits of
the Continental Shelf and Related Matters: A Commentary", in Lewis
M. Alexander, (Editor), National Policy Recommendations, Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Conference ofthe Law of the Sea Institute
June 23-6, (Kingston, R.T. 1970), PP. 137-8.
.
22 Seen. 16, pp. 134 if.
23 See 1956 Report of the ILC, n. 17, p. 297.
24 See Official Records, vol. 6, pp. 21 if.
25 See General Assembly Resolutions No. 2340 (XXII) qf 18 December
1967; 2467 (XXIII) of 21 December 1968 ; 2574 (XXIV) of 15 December 1969; and 2749 (XXV) of 17 December 1970. See also Louis Henkin,
"The Extent of the Continental Shelf", Pacem in IVlm'ibus: Prr?paratory
Conference on the Legal Framework and Continental Shelf, (1970), p.
8; Francois Bellanger, "Legal Problems of Exploring and Exploiting the
Resources of the Sea-bed and its subsoil", Report presented at the
Symposium on the Exploring and Exploitalion of the Sea-bed and Subsoil, Strasbourg, 3-5 December 1971; "Discussion on Present Legal
Regime of the Sea-bed", J. Sztucki, n. 19 pp. 447 if., 455.
26 Louis Henkin, Law for the Sea's Mineral Resources (New York, 1968),
p. 19.
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OBJECTiVE TEST OF EXPLOITABILITY

But even if it is accepted that the legal "continental shelf"
cannot extend to the mid oc:ean, there is no answer yet to the
question about its present precise limits. It is generally admitted that the words "where the depth admits of exploitation"
should be interpreted in an objective way. That is, the interpretation should not depend on the technical or economic
capability of any particular coastal states,27 but on the question
whether exploitation is technically possible by the wodd's best
devices. test of actual exploitability in each case will naturally
favour the technologically advanced countries to the detriment
of other coastal states. 28 Under Article 2, a coastal state's
rights over its shelf exist irrespective of any actual activity or
occupation. Every state, therefore, "would seem entitled to
assert rights off its shores out to the maximum depth for ex-'
ploitation reached anywhere in the world".29 In other words,
'exploitability' is a 'term of art' and imports the notion of activity, not necessarily ofcoastal states, but "by some state somewhere." It is the action of the technological man that determines the threshold of exploitability from time to time. 30 Of
27 E.D. Brown, "Report

on the
Legal Regime of Deep-SeaMining," "Report of the Committee on Deep-Sea Mining of the
British Branch of the kternational Law Association' (1968); Brown
"The Present Regime of the Exploration and Exploitation of Sea-bed
Resources in International Law and in National Legislation: An
Evaluation," in Sztucki, n. 19, p',244.
28 The US Senate Commerce Committee said that the Convention
"Conveys both specific and immediate rights and prospective or potential rights, the latter to be acquired only, as a result of national eifort
and achievements," S. Rep. No. 528, 89th Congress, 1st Session
(1965).. p. 11.
29 Richard Young, "The Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf:
A First Impression," American Journal of International Law. Vol. 52
(1958), p. 735; see also Mouton, n. 7, p. 42; Henkin, n. 26, pp. 16-7;
Arthur H. Dean, "The Law of the Sea Conference 1958-60," in L.
Alexander, ed., The Law of the Sea: Offshore Boundaries and Zones
(clevehnd, 1967), p. 247.' Mr. YOl;"ng suggested that e'lch party should
periodically file with UN a statement indicating the maximum depth at
which it was exploiting the resources of its shelf, and the greatest
such figure would determine the outer limits for all parties until the
next succeeding report, ibid., pp. 735-6.
30 Robbie Jennings, in Hearings, on Issues Related to Establishment of Seaward Boundary of US outer Continental Shelf 918 Congress, Second
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course, if a coastal state wants to extend· its jurisdiction in an
otherwise common domain, it is up to that, state to prove the
exploitability of the area which it wants to place within its
national jurisdiction. But even if it cannot adduce proof, it
can effectively exclude others from exploiting even areas beyond 200 metres depth. . A foreign state desiring to explore a
particular area might claim theoretically that the' area was not
continental shelf because it was more than 200 metres deep
and was not ei\.ploitabfe,; But it could not exploit anything it
might discover in that area, since any effort. ·on its part to exploi~ the resources ofthea.reawould kill its own claim that exploit~tion~as not possible and prove the right of the coastal
state concerned to exclude it. 31
It would also seem. that in order to claim jurisdiction over an
area, all thaUs necessary to prove is that it is technically exploitable, and resources can be extracted, even if it cannot yet be
done economically. There is. nothing in the language of Article I
to suggest that exploitation must be commercially feasible
or that it should be done at a profit. If, however, exploitation
is not pos~iblein an area beyond 200 metres, for whatever reason-depth of otherwise'-it cannot be considered to 'be a part
of the continental.shelf.32 It may become extremely difficult to
prove the depth of exploitability in each case since the maximUm depth reached off one state mayor may not be reached
off another. This may lead to terriblE< confusion and
controversy in the course of ascertaining, varifying and
publishing the latest data about the extent of national jurisdictioll;33
Apart from all this confusion and the continuing uncertainty
about the precise extent of offshore claims depending upon the
Session (1970), p.284. Emphasis supplied. See also Myers S. McDougal and W.T. Burke, The P,ublic Order of the Oceans: A Contemporary lnternational Law of the Sea (NewHaven, 1962), p. 690.
31 See Henkin,n. 26, p. 17.
32 See Henkin, rio 25, pp. 5-6; see "Report of the International Panel of
tIieu:.S: Commission on Marine Science Engineering and Resources,"
·Marine Resources and Legal-Political Arrangements. for their Development, vol. 3 (Washington, D.C.,1969) p. VIII-16; J. Andrassy, International Law and the Resources ojthe Sea (New York, 1970), p. 81.
33 See You~g, h. 29, p. 735~
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stage of technology, an important question that eludes answer
, is the ultimate outer limit of the continental shelf. Since it may
not be long before all the sea-bed becomes exploitable, where
can or should this limit be drawn? This is particularly so because the term exploitability is not confined to drilling for oil
and of permits and leases for oil, but applies to all the
resources, including nodules, which are already beginning to. be
gathered from the deep ocean floor. 34
ADJACENCY

It is· generally admitted that legal'continental shelf is limited to,
in the words of the conventioIl of 1958, "submarine areas adjacent to the coast." Most state proclamations and international
co.nventions and other instruments define. the continental shelf
areas in such terms as "near", "close to its shores", "off its
coast" , "opposite" , "in front . of the coast" , "in the vicinity of"
.
"neighbouring the coast", "adjacent to", "contiguous to", etc.
Despite the imprecise character of all these terms, they convey
a reasonably clear general idea of the area concerned,35 and decisively reject the notion that the oceans of the world might be
divided into "national lakes" divided by median lines. M As the
International Law Commission said in its 1956 report:
.

Neither is it possible to disregard the geographical phenomenon whatever the term-propinquity, contiguity, geographical
continuity, appurtenance or identity-used to define the relationship between the submarine areas in question and the adjacent non-submerged land: All these considerations of generalutility provide a sufficient basis for the principle of the
sovereign rights of the coastal state as formulated by the
Commission. 37

"

Garcia Amador, at whose suggestion the Commission added
the test of exploitability to define the continental shelf, asserted
that,
3~

Jennings, Hearings, n. 30, p. 284.
ICJ Reports, 1969, p. 30.
'
36 R.Y. Jennings, "The Limits' of Continental Shelf Jurisdiction: Some
Possible Implications of the North Sea Case Judgment," International
and Comparative Law Quarterly, vol. 18 (1969), quoted in full in Hear"
ings, n. 30., 'po 274; Henkin, n. 25, p.9.
37 Yearbook ofthe ILC, 1956, vol. II, p.298.
35

I
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the word 'adjacent to the coastal state' in his proposal placed a very clear limitation on the submarine areas covered by
the article. 38
Professor Louis Henkin also believes that "adjacent" in the
context of Article I means "proximity" and that "the coastal
state has no special rights in sea-bed (whatever its geographical
appellation) that is 'not ,'near' the"coast."39 ,He asserts that,
the 'areas adjacent to the coast' in which the coastal states
have exclusive mineral rights are areas that do not take 'too
big' a 'bite' out of the deep-sea-bed; that do not reach 'too
far' from shore; where the coastal state has a legitimate interest in excluding others; where economically and technologically-,;:xploitation depends heavily on the coastal state. There
is some support, too, for an argument that the geological
shelf has not become wholly irrelevant, that a state can claim
all of its geological shelf, but, that. overall and in general,
'adjacent' areas do' not extend 'too far' beyond the geological
shelves of the worId.~o
,But what is "too far" and "too big a bite" Professor Henkin
does not make clear. 41 In fact, Henkin concludes, "adjacency"
does not provide "a firm rein on the claims of coastal states and
that the legal "continental shelf is without an effective outer
limit. "42
,
LEGAL CONTINENTAL SHELF EXTENDING TO CONTINENTAL MARGIN

Strictly speaking, the condition of "adjacency" contained in
Article I of the Geneva convention would seem to applY to all
the areas claimed to be within the definition of the legal continental shelf, whether they are within or beyond the 200 metre
depth line. It is generally interpreted to mean, however, that a
coastal state can claim sea-bed up to the 200-metre isobath,
regardless of "adjacency"r and that this limitation applies only
to waters deepe,tthan
200 metres. In other words, the submerg,
,

38 Garcia Amador, n. 16; p. 135. Emphasis added.
Henkin, n. 25, p. 10.
Henkin, n. 26, pp. 23-4; See also Henkin, "International Law and the
'Interests'; The L~w of the Sea-bed," American Journal of International
Law, vol. 63 (1969), pp. 507 ff.
41 Henkin, n. 26, p. 24.
42 Henkin, ibid., p. 69. See also McDougal and Burke, n. 30, p. 686;
Burke, "Law, Science and the Ocean," Law of the Sea Institute Occa, sional Paper No.3, (Kingston, R.I., 1969), p. 13.
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ed areas up to the 200-metre contour are "per se 'adjacent' to
the coast" and, so included in the legal continental shelf. The
legal continental shelf also includes areas beyond that depth if
they are "exploitable" and also "adjacent."43 In the North Sea
Continental Shelf cases, although the issue was not raised, the
parties as well as the Court accepted the view that the sea-bed
of the entire North Sea (which is less than 200 metres deep) was
continental shelf although it extended to hundred~ of miles and
some of it could not be considered "adjacent" to the coastal
states at all in the normal sense of the term.
Some other commentators believe, however, that the definition of the legal continental shelf, contained in Article I of the
1958 convention and adopted by numerous states, can be interpreted, reasonably clearly, to include the whole submerged
portion of the continent down to the deep ocean floor. Thus, the
1968 joint report of Sections of Natural Resources Law, International and Comparative Law, and the Standing Committee
on Peace and Law through United Nations of the Am~rican
Bar Association declared that
'

,

the exclusive sovereign rights of the coastal nations with respect to the sea-bed minerals now embrace the submerged land
mass of the adjacent continent down to its junction with the
deep ocean floor, irrespective of depth. 44
The Interim Report of the Committee -on Deep Sea Mineral
Resources of the America.nBranch of the International Law
Association (1968) stated:
As a gener~l rule, the limit of adjacency may reasonably be
regarded as coinciding with the foot of the submerged portion
of the continental land mass. There is strong support for this
view in the drafting history of the convention, although other
interpretations have been advanced. 45
This interpretation was adopted by a US Senate Sub-Committee on Outer Continental Shelf in 1970. 46

-39

40

43 See Jennings, n.36, pp. 278-9; Richard Young, in Hearings n. 30.,
p.178; Henkin, n. 25, pp. 12-3.
See full report in Hearings, n. 30, p. 28. Emphasis added.
45 Appendix E to the Report of the Special Subcommittee, on Oll~er Continental Shelf of the US Senate Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, 91st Congress, Second Session (1970), p. 80.
46 See Report of the Subcommittee, ibid, p. 3.
44

/
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The National Petroleum Cotmcil oUbe United States stated
the same conclusion in more detail in its 1969 report (Petroleum
Resources tinder the Ocean Floor). It said that under Article I
of the Convention,
it can reasonably be concluded that the coastal nations'
exclusive jurisdiction over the natural resources of the sea~
bed and subsoil was intended to, and does, encompass in
general the continental mass seaward to where the submerged
portion of that mass meets the abyssal ocean floor (including
the continental shelf, continental borderland, c.ontinental
.slope, and at least the landward portion of the continental
rise overlapping the slope)Y
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PRACTICE OF STATES

This interpretation is sought to be reinforced py the practice of
States. Thus, it is pointed out that of the more than hundred
coastal States which have asserted theirgeneral jurisdiction.over
offshore minerals, at least thiriY-.lline have done it with'respect to
areas mor,e than 200-metres deep. 'They. have done It ill most
cases by i~suing leases in waters more than 200 metres51 deep
and in others, by decrees,or by agreement .with neighbouring
,"
countries or by announcement of nationalpolicy;52 .
It is significant to note, one is reminded, that although. the~e
is no secret about th<:;se assumptiollS of jurisdictiQn ~n,d 90ntrol,
there have been no protests fro,m other States. 53
"

REASONS FOR INCLUDING CONTINENTAL MARGIN IN THE SHELF

These conclusions are said to be based not only on the language
oftheconvention,but also on its legislative history, the practice
of states, geographical or geological factors, and the jUdgment
of the International Court of Justice in the North Sea' Continental Shelfcases. It is pointed out, as we have noted earlier,
that the 1956 draft of Article 1 presented by the Iriternational
Law Commission was essentially based ,on the resolution adopted by the American States at CiudadTrujlJlo.in 1956, as it was,
mentioned by the Commission .evenin its 1956 report. 48'The
Geneva Conference of 1958 rejected several proposals for the
at;nendment of the 4efinition of the Commission ,With a ;minor
modification. 49 The history of the 1958 convention leaves on
doubt, according to these commentators, that, accordaq.cewith
the inter-American conclusion at the Ciudad Trujillo Conference
in 1956~ ~he Convention recognize's "exclusive, jurisdiCtion of
the Coastal~tate :-vith respect to the resources of the' sea-bed
oUhe continentalShelf and :slope from' the edge of the shelf
to the greatest depths'" and that this is a part of the' mineral
estate "now vested"
in the coastal
State,50
.
.
National Petroleum Council, Petrolelml Resources under tlte Ocean
Floor (Washington, D.C. 1969), p. 57.
48 Yearbook of the [Le, 1956, vol; II, pp. 296-7.
..
,
49 See Marjorie M. Whiteman, "Conference on the Law' of' the See:
Convention on theContinentaJ Shelf," American' JOlirnbl 0/ [nterna.tioTlalLalV, voh 52 (1958), p. 634 and ~ortespondingtext. .
.'
511 NPC Report, n. 47 see also Appendix C to Statement of Northcutt
Ely in Hearing, rio 30, pp. '57-61. '
47

GEOLOGICAL BASIS

A line coinciding appr~ximately with the 6uter limit of ~he submerged conti.llental as the limit of the legal' continental shelf
is further supported by the factthat "this is the mO$tdisti~ct,
the most profound, and the only natural boundary which c~n
be utilized for this purpose.H 54 The surface of the earth, regardless of water cover, it is said, can be broadly divided into two
fundamentally distinct geomorophic units-:;-,-the ocean pasins.and
the continental platforms:--which have funda,mentaI)ateral differ:ences in their geological/geophysical characters~ The continental slope, the frontal edge of the continental shelf, is ,','th.e sharpest and most persist~nt natural feature oftlwearth's surface
and its base corresponds closely ip positi'onw.ith the most
fundamentaJlateral variation in, the character of the rocks the
earth's crust~the change from oceanic to continental character".
The base of the continenhil slope, it is pointed out, is recognized
by experts as the reflection of a far morefundam'ental <feature

of

,

;',,'

',.'.;

51 At least 31 states are reported to have granted",off':shore concessions in
areas which inclu.de Waters deeper than ,200 inetr~., These include
A-ustra!ia, British Honduras, Canada, Cuba, Denmark, Equatorial
Gujnea~ Ethiopi~, Gabon,G.han~, Guyana" ~op.duras,Hndollesia, Italy,
Jani~ica, Japan, Malaysia, Mauritania,' No'rway,: Oman,: P~nama,
Peru, Philippines, Senegal, Spanish Sahara, Sudan, Sm'inam, Trinidad,
Turkey, UK, USA, USSR, Appendix D, to ElY's Statement.in liedr- !
illgs, n. 30, p. 64. ' .
,
52 Ely, ibid., p. 61; N.P.C. Report, n. 47, p. 63.
53 See Jennings, n. 36, p. 279.
54 NPC Report, n. 47, p. 65.
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than is the edge of the geological continental shelf and should be
used as a guide to the outer edge of the continental block,55
NORTH SEACONTlNENTAL SHELF CASES

It is pertinent to recall in this connection that, following the
Truman Proclamation,56 the International Court of Justice, in
the North Sea Continental Shelf cases, referred to the continental shelfas the "natural prolongation" of the land territory of a .
coastal State. The dispute had arisen between the Federal Republic of Germany on the one side, and the Netherlands and Denmark on the other, concerning the boundaries of their respective
continental shelves in the North Sea. The waters of the North
Sea being shallow and the whole sea-bed consisting of the continental shelf at a depth of less than 200 metres (except for the
Norwegian Trough),it had been divided by a series of agreements between the United Kingdom, Norway, Denmark and the
Netherlands on the basis of median lines, as provided in the 1958
Continental Shelf convention, However, Germany, which had
signed bilt not· ratified the convention, refused to accept the
, ,equidistance principle", which Denmark and the Netherlands
wanted to apply for the division of th.eir continental shelves with
Germany. Since the coastline of Germany is strongly curved,
inward, it contended that this principle, if applied, would unduly curtail what it believed .should be its proper share of the
continental shelf area and that the outcome would be inequitable.
How the Court resolved the is~ue is not important here. But in
reaching its decision, the Court reflected upon the nature of the
rights of the coastal State over the continental shelf. It said that
the rights ofthe coastal state in respect of the area of the
continental shelf that constitutes a natural prolongation of its
land territory into and under the sea exist ipso facto and db
inito, by virtue of its sovereignty over the land, and as an extension of it in an excercise of sovereign rights for the purpose
of exploring the seabed and exploiting its natural resources.
In sho~t,there is here an inherent right. 57
The Court described this as "the most fundamental of all rules
55

Ibid., PP. 66-7.

56 See Whiteman, n. 3., p. 758.
57

I.C.!. Reports, 1969, p. 22.
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of law relating to the continental shelf", which had been "enshrined in Article 2 of the "1958 Genevaon Cvention, though
quite independent of it." Article 2 of the convention declares
that "the rights of the Goastal State over the continental shelf do
not depend 'On occupation, effective or notional, or on any express proclamation." In order, therefore, to exercise these rights,
said the Court,
no special legal process has to be gone through, nor have any
special legal acts to be perfonned. Its existence can be declared (and many States havedorie this) but does not need to be
constituted. 58
In other words, the continental shelf is an "inalienable appurtenance" of the coastal State.59 The physical fact and r dationship of
the continental shelf with coastalStates or "the notion of appurtenance", or "naturalprolong~tion", or "continuation of the
land territory or domain", were emphasized by tile Court severaltimes in the jUdgment: 6Q This idea of "an extension of some
thing already possessed" was, in the Court's opinion. "determinant."61 ... It said:
The institution of continental shelf ha.s arisen out of the recognition of a physical fact; and the link between this fact and
the law, without which that institution would never have existed, remains an important element for the application of its
legal regime. The continental shelf is, by definition, an area
physically exending the territory. of most coastal States into a
species of platform which has attracted the attention first of
geographers and hydrographers and then of jurists."62
Stressing the same point, it/further stated:
The appurtenance of the shelf to the countries in front of
whose coastlines it lies, is therefore, a fact, and it can be useful to consider the geology of that shelf in order to find out
whether the direction taken by certain configurational features
should influence delimitation because, in certain localities, they
point up the whole notion of the appurtenance of the continen-.
tal shelf to the State whose territory it does in fact prolong. 63
Ibid.
Jennings, n. 36, p.275.
60 See ICJReports 1969, pp. 29, 31.
61 Ibid., p. 3 J.
62 Ibid., p. 51.
63 Ibid.
51!
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It is important to notethatCourtxejectedany notion of "prox,
imiti' or the "absolute proximity" aS3;-condition for, a particular
area being included in the continental shelf of a coastal ;State.~1
Thete:wasno complete identity, according to the Court, between
the notions of "adjacency" "and proximity",; ,'The notiQnoL
"adjacency", it said, "only implies proximity in a general sense;
and does not imply any fundamental or inherent rule." . i'More
fqpdamental than the notion pf proximity".,the.C.ourt insisted,
w.as·the prinCiple "of the' mitp,ralprol()ngatipn of the land Jerritory 01' domain, or landsovereigntYQf the coastaL; State, intQ
and under the high seas, via the .bed of its territorial sea which
isunder, the· full sovereignty of that state." ;Ny~rness" or. proximity; does .opt per se confer title: .
'Subni.~rine areas dottot feaHyappettain''to -the cdast'al

'Sta.te because~ornot only' because~thdy, are ~ear it. They;,
'ar:e near .it Qfcourse;. but this.. would not suffice.· to corifcilt'
··title,any wore than, accon:ling:to a W€;!J . esta!?lished pri;ncipk
,:q[Ja\V ...1I).erelyproximity cohfer.sper. setitle to. land territQry.
What confers the ipso jure title which interilationallaw attributes to the coastal State in respect of its continental shelf,
)s .the fa.ct .that. the submarineal,"easp1ay be deemed to be
'~ctq~llypart;of the t~tri'toryover ',whichthe;coastalState
alryady ha!i o()minioP:~in 'the sense that; alt.~oughc0vered
. 'with ~fater,theY'li:fe,a·p1:olo);1gation ..<or'N)nti.riliatii:)IJ. Qf that
territory; an extension ofj(under the.sea, 6[; ,......
"

:"'''".'',',"

:."

'"

"

,",,'

1'l1eCourJ: .s,aid that ·a1th().ugl1tl1~:va.gue,:an~·ge;~er~t· expressions used iIi differ,entprocIamation.s. alld;. c~j(l,Yen!ions suggest
prQximity of the area; terms such as' "near"', "dose
its
shores", "in the vicinity ojP'and"adjacentto"/'cortvey a genera1
icl..~a!t,.',t:heyare· c:apahle of a consider~ble. flui.4ity :of ~~ani;l!lg",
Referribg to the most cQmmonly.Used .term;'~adjacent' to''';: for
instance, theC6utt said that "by 'no:stretc~()fimagin~tioncan
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or even much less, from agivellcoast, be regarded as 'adjacent'
to it, or to any coast at alCih the normal sense of adjacency,
even if the point concerned i,s nearer t.o some one coast than to
any other."6 6
And yet, this may be so regarded depending. on the "geographical configuration;' and "closer physical connection with the
coast," In other words, adjacency "only implies proximity in
a general sense, and does not imply any fundamental or inherent rule, the ultimate effect of which would be to prohibit any
State (otherwise than by agreement) fropl exercising continental
shelf rights in respect of areas closer to the coas,t Qf another
State." To which of the opposite States a particular submarine
area was "adjacent", depended on the fundamental criterion
of "natural-or the most natural-extension of the land territory
of a coastal State",' irrespective of the actual distance of this
area from the coasts of the two States. 67 It is significant that
011 the basisof this criterion, the Court upheld areas as far as
199 mile's fro~ the c,oasts bordering the North Sea as belonging
to those States on the ground that they were a "natural prolongation"of theirland territories, alldlaid down guidelines'
under which the three States before the-Court could divide the
entire expanse of the shelf between themselves,68 .
The strong reliance of the Inteniational Court on the physical character of the prolongation of the landmass, i.e., on considerations Qf geography and geology,' makes, it reasonable
to conclude that "the continental slope is just· as much a
part· of the. prolongation of· the . continental landmass as· the
continental slidf is."This is so obviously because "the under"'
lying rockstrueture of th~ shelf and the slope is identical" and
"the only difference betweenshelfand slope is one of relative
gradient ...... the difference is geomorphological, not geQlogical."69 It is, therefore,suggested that!

";,,,

. ,;,'~·rn!

the tesb~rces orany areawhichi,s 'appurtenant', in l,he sense
ofbeing'geomorphologkaUy Qr geologically a part in physical

61 DenIlla~~ and tll,e·N~lh~rlands~rgl;1ed that;'~tb,(l.testbf appul1eQa.Q.ce
must be 'proximity,' or more accurately, 'Closer proximity': all those
parts of the shelf being co'nsldered as appurtenant to a particular coastal
state which are (but only if they are) closer to it than they are to. any
point on the coast of another state." Hel1c~, they~~ggested,·the.,coatinental shelf must be divided on the basis of equidistance ,pripqi,ple.
See ibid., p. 29.
' -'
65 Ibid., p. 31.

66 Ibid" p. 30.
M

Ibid;' p. 31.'"

68 See Luke T,Finlay, "The . Outer Limit of the Continentai S~elf: A
Rejoinder to Professor Louis Henkin," American Journal 0/ International
1If)

Law, vol. 64 (l970),PP. 58-9
Jennings, n. 36, p. 279.

.

..

/
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fact of the landmass, must in general intern.ational law be
deemed already vested in the coastal State. 70
By the same token, the continental shelf, being a natural
prolongation oNhe mainland, "is limited to seaward and cannot extend beyond the reasonable meaning of physical prolongation." Article 1 of the convention must also mean this
because it was intended to codify ex'isting law and practice. 71
This jurisdiction, in this view, is already vested in the coastal
State according to general law. The expioitability test, in
Article 1, It is suggested, may not be a principle of law but
rather a device for the purpose of regulating the application of
the 1958 convention among the parties. 72
Supporting Professor Jennings' interpretation, the British
Branch of the International Law Association stated: .
there is a strong case for concluding that all submarine areas
of a continental character are included in the territory 'appurtenant' to coa.stal States. In other words, the geographical
continental shelf and the continental slope beyond it are comprisedwithin the notional legal shelf. The bed of the deep
oceans which is underlaid by rocks belonging to the ocean.ic
crust, is outside the legal shelf, irrespective of any technological advances which have rendered or. may render any
resources of this sea-bed and subsoil exploitable. 73
It is argued that once the edge of the physical or geological
shelf is passed-and it has already been p3.ssed in several
cases-it is difficult to find another logical limit until the foot
of the continental slope is reached.?! The National Petroleum
Council of the United States, indeed, suggested that since the
plunge of the slope is often overlapped extensively by the
sediments of the continental rise, the most natural and appro-

70 Jennings, ibid., p. 280.
Jennings, ibid., p. 283; Cecil J. Olmstead, Statement in Hearings
before the Sub-commiltee on Ocean Space of the Committee on Foreign
Relations, US Senate, 91st Congress First Session, on S. Res. 33, held
on July 24, 25, 28 and 30, 1969, p. 135.
72 Jennings, ibid., p. 280.
73 See "Report on a Regime for the Exploration and Exploitation of the
Mineral Resources of the Ocean Bed" (1970), British Branch Committee
on Deep Sea Mining .of the International Law Association, Report 0/1
Outer Continental Shelf, n. 45, p. 160 ; see also pp. 162-3..
7~ See Young, in Hearingsn. 30, p. 178.
71
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priate boundary would be a little oceanward of the slope to
include the shelf, the slope, and the landward portion of the
continental rise,75
SHELF INCLUDES CONTINENTAL SLOPE

This interpretation of the ·extent of the legal continental shelf
and the view that it extends to the foot of the continental slope
has been strongly contested and criticized by some scholars.
This position is said to be "pa.rochial and shortsighted; its legal
position... indefensible; and the legislative history on which it
is based 'selective.' "76 It may be submitted, however, that
while Professor Louis Henkin and others argue for a narrow
continental shelf and reject tbe continental slope as the outer
limit, they fail to mention any other reasonable limit fixed by
law. Henkin admits that the criterion of exploitability could
lead· to wide extensions. 77 In thi;; sense, the acceptance of
nationaljurisdiction up to the foot of the continental slope is
"to limit, not 'extend, the exclusive coastal jurisdiction."78
Further, ifthe· criterion of "adjacency" in the sense of near~
ness or proximity was paramount, as Professor Henkin 'and
proponents of a narrow continental shelf contend, there is no
reason why it should not apply even to areas up to 200 metres
as much as to othe~ areas. 79 They believe, however, that
"adjacency" and "contI11entalshelf" "become limiting factors
only where·the waters become' deeper than 200 metres."80
There is no logical compulsion fot acceptance of such a view.
75 NPC Report, n. 47, p. 67; see also Cecil J. Olmstead, Hearings, n. 71,
pp. 132. ff.
Louis Henkin, "A Reply to Mr Finlay," American Journal of ·lnternational Law, vol. 64 (1970), p. 62. See also Bernard H. Oxman. The
Preparation of Article I of the Convention on the Continental Shelf,
prepared for the Commission on Marine Services Engineering and
Resources, (Spring field, Va n. d.) pp. 143, 146, Wolfgang Friedmann,
The Future of the Oceans (New York, 1971) pp. 39-40.
77 See Text relating to n. 42 above. Henkin, n. 26, p. 46. Ibid., p. 24;
but cf. Henkin, n. 76, p. 72.
78 Comments by the Rapporteur and Chairman of the Committee on Deep
Sea Mineral Resources of the American Branch of the ILA on Professor
Henkin's Dissent, in Report of the Subcommittee, n. 45, p. 92.
70 See also International Panel Report, n. 21; p. VlII-19.
80 Henkin, n. 25, p. 13.
76
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Indeed, as the International Court said, there is no complete
identity between the notions of "adjacency" and "proximity."s1
The legal continental shelf depends on geological factors,
though it is not confined to geological shelf.
In the legislative history of the convention, one thing is certain
that it was ,not intended to be confined, to a depth of 200
metres. As Ely said: "It has neither geologic nor technologic
nor legal significance, being accompanied in the convention by
exploitability criterion which explicitly gives coastal States
exclusive rights- beyond that depth."s2 There is also little
doubt that the Ciudad Trujillo resolution, which provided impetus for the addition of the exploitability criterion in Article
1, did intend to include the whole continental terrace.
While the International Law Commission and the 1958
conference kept the term continental shelf because it was in
"current use", they recognized the righUo eXCeed 200 metres
limit if it was technically possible to do so, and considered
that "some departure" from the geological meaning of the'
83
term was justified. In other words, the expression 'continental
, shelf' was not more than a general lndication of title to areas
of indeterminate extent and was not more than a "historic
relic."84 Far from accepting the geological' or geographical
definition, they specifically rejected it. ' There is hardly any
reason why it should be revived and ascepted today. "After
all, the attempts at exploitation of the sea-bed and the subsoil
are in themselves an assertion of the supremacy of man, over
a purely natural phenomenon."85 The term continental shelf
need not be regarded as necessarily bound up with its normal
geographical connotation. As Sir Hersch Lauterpacht said as
early as 1950:
The expression has served a useful function in the formative
period oUhe adoption of the idea of the exclusive control
and jurisdiction of the State over the adjacent sea-bed and
subsoil. In so far as it supplies a graphic description of the
81 See IC] Reports, 1969, p. 30; see also ns. 64 and 65 textthereto.
82 Northcutt Ely, statement in Hearings n. 30, p. 9.
83ILC Yearbook, 1956, n. 18, p. 296. Emphasis added.
See Report of discussion on legal boundaries on the sea-bed at the
Rome Symposium in Sztucki, n. 19, p. 37.
85 Lauterpacht, n. 10, p. 396.
S4
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essential unity ufthe· bedand:subsoil of the adjacent sea and
of. the territory' .~~ ,\Vhich it rests, itll' usefulness is not, yet
spent. But its continued utility will depend ~o a large extent
on the degree of its emancipation from the technicalities and
:the 'designation of its geographical pr6totype~86
,

,

NATURAl; PROLONGATION

,The areas included within the legal continental shelf; even if
freed from their geographical moorings, must still be "adjacent
to the coast" and ,1l1USt not include the deep ocean floor. There
is 00 reason; however, why the whole cOIltinentaL terrace which
is ;merely an extension of the continental landmas.s should, not
beconsjdered within:, the national jurisdlctio~ of 'coastal States.
The principle of'~naturaJ, prolongation" receives strength from
the facuhat "the relation is one not only of.contiguity or prox'imity, but also of physical identity, .. "87 No wonder, the International Court described it as "determinant" and "fundamental."88
-The, term adjacent may, therefore, be reasonably, interpreted to
mean the whole continentaL margin which includes both the
continental shelf and slope because "they are merely the top
and, front of the margins of continental blocks."89 This may in
some cases extend to several h'-lndr.ed miles into,the sea, as\
even 'iiw ge~logi~alshelf'itself.s,omedmeextend~ to several hundredmiles.
WIDE SHELF OPPOSED

This interpretation of legal continentil self: as deflned:in Article 1M the Continental SheI(Convention of 1958, so as to permit enclosure of wide areas of the, sea within the limits :of
national jurisdiction, is inimical to the interests ofthe industrialisedand militarily powerful States and.isnaturally, objected to
by them. ,If the deep sea-bed beyond the limits of narrow continental shelves-is left open for exploitation on a competitive
basis it would give a definite advantage to their capital and
86 Lauterpacht,ibid,
87 Lauterpacht, n~ 10, p, 430;' see reference to the state practice, ibid"
pp.425-9.
IC] Reports, 1969, p. 31. See text relating to ns. 58-63 above; see also
Hollis D. Hedberg,"~Limits of National' Jurisdiction over Natural Resoui'ces of the Ocean Bottom," in Alexander,ed., n. 21; pp.' 163,167;
Burke, n. 42; p. 17; but cf. Auerbach, in Alexander, ibid., p, 277.
89 Menard and Smith, quoted by Finiay, n.68, p. 58.
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technology. Since the· industrialized Powers-and only theyhave at present sufficiently advanced technology and -resources
to exploit the riches of the sea-bed, they need the widest possible area to act and move in. Wide shelves wiII give controlling
rights to coastal States around the world and the private companies from the advanced countries would have to deal with
national governments; "courting the proven and virtually inevitable dangers of expropriation, crippling taxation, repeated renegotiations,; extortion; and confiscation by unstable governments subject to political upheaval and susceptible to antiAmerican, anti-capitalist sentiments".90 On the other hand,
limited coastal jurisdiction could permit these companies to
explore and exploit the resources of the sea in coastal areas all
over the world and subject only to rules which their own
governments would help develop and an authority which. big
Powers would control. 91
Wide coastal State jurisdiction is also said to be against the
vital military and defence interests of the big naval Powers.
Thus, if the United States were to accept a wide continental
shelf, it was warned :
It will begin to find wide areas of sea-bed (and later the corresponding waters and air space) of 100 other coastal States
closed to it for military navigation, for defensive military
activities, for scientific research, for fishing and for other
uses; at best they will be open only by grace of often unfriendly or unstable governments. 92
It IS pointed out that, in spite of all the precautions taken by
the drafters ofthe Continental Shelf Convention to maintain the
status ofthe superjacent waters as high seas and preserve the
historic freedoms that go along with it, the acceptance of coastal State exclusive jurisdiction over the continental shelf is bound
to affect the tradition.al freedoms. It is suggested that:.

90 Louis Henkin, n. 25, p. 21-2; Henkin in Louis M. Alexander, The Law
of the Sea: National policy Recommendations, Proceedings of the Fourth
Annual Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute 1969 (Kingston R.I.,
1970), p. 174.
91 See Louis Henkin in U.S. Senate Committee on Interior and Insular
. Affairs, Special Subcommittee on Outer Continental Shelf, Hearings
on Issues Related to the Establisnment of Seaward Boundary. of us
Outer Continental Shelf, n. 30, p. 185.
92 Louis Henkin, ibid, pp. 184-5,205.
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When a State enjoys exclusive rights for some purposes they
tend to become exclusive rights for other, perhaps all purposes. Continental shelf, then, will tend to become territorial sea, and a wider continental shelf will b'ecome a wider
territorial sea with adverse consequences to other national
and international intere~ts in the freedom of the seas. 93
This creeping jurisdiction is believed to be an "undeniable
.
. 'law' of international life. "94
The great naval Powers might find wide areas of the sea
closed to the free movement of their ships and missile-carrying
submarines. It is felt to be extremely important for their navies
to maintain maximum manoeuvrability and this implies complete
freedom of movement on the high seas, a narrow territorial sea,
and a narrow continental shelf jurisdiction. Aside from the freedom of movement, over an under the high sea waters, the sea
floor is strategically important for the installation of detection d~
vices on the sea-bed; military mining and mine-counter measures;
navigation aid, bottom-moored sensors,' salvage submersibles
and divers; and ranges for research, development, and testing
of habitats, diving equipment, and ordnance. 95 Concerned
about spillover or creeping jurisdiction in the continental shelf
area, the big naval Powers want to keep it as narrow as possible. They view with disfavour unilateral extensions of national
jurisdictions by coastal States in .order to monopoliZe for themselves living and non-living resources in those areas.
On 3 August 1970, the United States in a 'Yorking paper
submitted to the U.N Sea-bed Committee, suggested a comparatively narrow continental shelf up to 200 metres isobath
within the limits of national jurisdiction. Beyond that limit, up
to the seaward edge of continental margin, it was suggested,
would be a trusteeship area in which the coastal State would
have certain preferential rights but subject to international
controls. Beyond the trusteeship area would be international
93 Louis Henkin, n .. 25, p. 19.
94 Henkin, ibid.; see also W. Friedmann, The Future of the Oceans (New
York, 1971), p. 38. Graven, quoted in Friedmann, ibid., p. 49.

95 Norman W. Breckner, "Some Dimensions of Defence Interest in the
Legal Delimitations of the Continental Shelf," in Alexander, n. 90,
pp. 188-9; Adm. Waters, US Senate Committee on Commerce, Hearings: Special Study on United Nations Suboceanic Lands PolicY, 91st
Congress, 1st Session (1969), p. 33.
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'sea-hed area subject to a'proposed 'IntemationaISea-bed'Re'sollrceAuthority, "Alth~ughp.oother formal proposals . were
submitted by, other naval Powers, s,ome of.,them',were, 'favoura'hly inclined. towards the United States proposal.
DEMANDS OF EQUITY

,

,

it i~ als~ suggested that the tenents ofequity and'justice require
the coastal jurisdiction over the continental-shelf to be. kept as
n~rr9w as poss'ible.' Thisb~c0111es apparent by an examination
of the, geographiC locations of different States. Thus, there are '
t\Y:rn~y~nine ;hilld·Jocked and twenty-two shelf-locked States.
'These would be, losers in this game of expansioiJ. sinc~ they
cannot e~p~l)d.96' . Of theriln~ty~one States touching the, open
, sea, some lik'e Austrafia, Iildonesia,the Soviet Union, the Unit~d Statl~saiJ.d the United Kingdom, have long coastlines ex(ending'from 10,000 to 23,000 nautic~1 miles, Others have
Vf;ryshort coastlines. If one St~te has a 100-mile~long coast
a~d anqther a 1,000-milelong coast, for every single mile ext¢n.sion of sover~ignty seaward~ the first State gains only ,a
hundred square miles, whereas the second gains as much as a
thousand square miles, thus aggravating the geographical inequalities already obtaining,97 Furthermore, most of the States
which have' unusually Ibngcoastlines facing the broad expanses
bfthe open sea, are developed Stiltes and it would be unreason~ble to allow them t,o make flltther gains.
.'
, "It must also be noted'that of the coastal States, nearly sixtytwo States have narro~' continentai margins, and only twentyeight States have wide margins:, A State with a narrow continental nia.i-gin, the, only area which is rich in minerals and'
fisheries, gains little eve'h if its Jurisdiction isexteiJ.ded,98
A narrow continenial shelf will, therefon;~ be in the' interest
n9t only of land-locked States, but also of a majority of coastal
States, especially the developing countries, who would like to
96 See these statistics in Lewis M. Alexander, "Alternative Methods for
Delimit'ing the Outer 'Boundary," Paper prepared for the US Department of State (February 1970), (unpublished Author's typed COpy),
'Table 2 after p. 24. ,
'
97 JohIlR.'Stevenson "The Search for Equity on the Seabeds," Address
before the IndianSoi;iety of International Law on9 February, 1971,
(Author's fyped copy), p. 5.
98 Stevenson, ibid.. p. 6.
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see as much' of the sea-bed and its resources as possible dedicated to international purposes and the overwhelming goal of
reduQing world poverty and the chasm between the rich and the
poor. 99 It is now almost universally accepted, that the area of
the sea-bed beyond national jurisdiction is the "common heritage of mankind''" an "area which should be used as a .source of
wealth for solving the problems of world poverty. It would
naturally be in the interest of the developing countries to keep
this area as wide as possible subject t6 an effective international
regime in which they have some degree of control. Tpis would
also provide an opportunity for new forms of international
co-operation and a departure from the selfish competition and
conflict that has long troubled the world society.I° o
PLEAS FOR WIDER SHELF

The proponents of wide continental shelf more or less reject
all the above' arguments for a narrow continental shelf. It is
natural that the ambiguous and uncertain language of Article
1 of the' 1958 Continental Shelf Convention s!lould be interpreted to suit one's own purposes. The advocates of a
narrow continental shelf interpret it restrictively not necessarily
"on legal grounds",but "more on policy preference."IOI On
the other hand, those who favour a wide continental shelf make
a reasonably strong case for it under the 'convention and see no
reason why such jurisdiction already confered by the convention
and accepted in customary law, should be "renounced" without any justifiable reason. The reasons behind the acceptance
of the doctrine of the contInental shelf-the technological
and economic need for the co-operation of coastal' States
for exploitation and security-apply equally far beyond any
geological shelf. Furthermore, as the 'International Cdurt of
Justice has confirmed, not only the geological shelf, but the
entire submerged continental mass is "natural prolongation"
of the continent and should belong to coastal States. Indeed,
it is said that
99 Henkin, in Hearings, n, 30, p. 204.

a

100
101

Henkin, n. 25, p. 18,
'U.S. Senate Committee on Interior and Imular Affairs, Report by Special
Sub-Committee on Quter Continental Shelf (Chairman: Senator Lee
Metcalf: hereinafter referred to as Metcalf Committee), 21 December,
1970 (Washington, D.C., 1971), p. 15.
I
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The best geomorphic feature on which to base any offshore
boundary is the base of the continental slope which approximately coincides with the separating line between continents
and ocean basins and is the most outstanding feature of the
ocean bottom.
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We have found little evidence to support such allegations.
The overwhelming majority of coastal nations which have become parties to the ~helf Convention have limited their jurisdictional claims both qualitatively and quantitatively to the
terms of that treaty. They have indeed honoured their solemn
'
commitments. 107

a

Such boundary, it is stressed, is much more natural, and
reasonable than "an almost impossibly impractical boundary
that is based on 200 metres of "vater depth", which is what is
generally recommended by the advocates of a narrow shelf.l° 2
It is pointed out that it is unreaso'nable to exp~ct coastal
States to give up such rights as they already posses to exploit the
resources, particularly oil and gas, on the slope and rise of the
submerged landmass, for a small share from a future probable
"common pot" which might be produced by the exploitation of
the sea-bed beyond national jurisdiction under some international agency. A bird in hand is definitelyworth two in the bush
even jf there is a real possibility 01' find some birds in the bush.
The whole problem of the so-called "creeping jurisdiction!"
it is asserted, has been exaggerated far out of proportion. Although it has occurred in the form of an extension of the territorial sea (partly beca,use there is at present no accepted limit of
territorial waters, and an extension can be made without its legality seriously questioned) there are hardly any important instances of creeping jurisdiction from the continental shelf doctrine. 103 There is little support for the allegation that coastal
States have overstepped their rights under the Geneva cOJwention
by claiming areas of exclusive national jurisdiction far in excess
of those contemplated by that treaty, and that such claims qua. litatively are in abrogation of the doctrine ofthe freedom of the
seas,1°4 Nothing of the kind, it is said, has" happened during
the last twenty-five years of experience.l05 Claims of 200 miles
of territorial waters also are confined to a few Latin American
States only.106A United States Senate subcommittee on Outer
Continental Shelf declared in its report:
Hollis Hedberg in L.M. Alexander, The United Nations alld Ocean
Management, Proceedings ofthe Fifth Annual Conference of the Law
of the Sea Institute, June 1970 (Kingston, R.I., 1971), p. 164.
103 Richard Young, Hearings, n. 30, p. 195.
104 Metcalf Committee Report, n. 101, p. 17.
1i!.5 William Burke, Hearings, n. 30, p.191.
106 Burke, ibid., pp. 193-4.

POOR COUNTRIES

The underdeveloped States-and most of, the under-developed
States are also coastal States - generally demand a wide continental shelf which they can exploit or get exploited for their
own development. Determined not to be left behind, as they
have been for centuries' when the sea was exploited only by a
very few powerful States for their own selfish interests, the developing countries want to be "partners in development" and
share the benefits to be derived from the exploitation of the seabed. Inde~d, to the poor underdeveloped countries the sea-bed
offers a neW unique opp<?rtunity to augment their meagre economic resources. Thus, beyond the limits pf extended territorial
waters, most of the developing countries claim a muchwider
area, up to 200 miles, of economic zone to exclude the developed countries from coming near their shores.
At least seven
Latin American States, Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Panama, Peru and Uruguay, claim aterritorial sea of 200 miles.
Several others claim an exclusive maritirilezone of 200 miles
which they call "patrimonial sea". A group of 13 LatinAmerican states bordering on the Caribbean Sea (plus Guyana and
El Salvador) adopted a declaration in July 1972 at Santo Domingo providing that aU States. had the right to establish the
breadth of their "territorial sea" to a distance of 12 miles, and
may exercise "sovereign rights" over the renewable and nonrenewable natural resources in the waters, sea-bed and subsoil
of an area, called patrimonial sea, upto a distance of 200 nautical miles. lOB Most of the other developing coastal countries

102

107
lOB

Metcalf Committee Report, n. 101, p. 17.
See Jorge Castaneda, "The Concept of Patrimonial Sea in International
Law," Indian Journal of International Law, vol. I2 (October 1972),
pp. 538-9.
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also support a wide exclusive "economic zone" of 200 miles. lo9
If they~o not have the technological capacity to exoloit its resources, they may' employ· contractors,· enter into· joint vent~res
with foreign States or entities, or make other bilateral arrangements fore~plojtation ofthis zone. But they should have the
exclusive right to regulate resource exploitation activities in the
area. As the representative of Kenya explained:
The exclusive economic zone concept is an attempt at creat.inga framework to resolve the conflict of interests between
the developed and thedeveloping countries in the utilization
of the sea. It'is an attempt to formulate a new jurisdictional
basis which will ensure a fair balance between the coastal.
'. States and other users of thepeig~bouringwaters. no
OTHER PROPOSALS

Ooncensus at the Third Law' of the Sea Conference. Much of
the above discussion may seem academic when it is realized
that at the Third Law of the Sea Conference, apart from a 200mile exclusive economic zone of the· coastal State, a consensus
has emerged for the legal contiilentalshelf jurisdiction extending upto the outer edge of the continental margin. Thus,
following the Single Negotiating' Text, the Revised Single Negotiating Text formulated in May 1976, defined legal continental
shelf toin~lude,.

sea.~6ed and subsoil of the submarine areas that extend ,he.,

yond its territorial sea throughout the natural prolongation of
its land territory to the outer edge of the continental margin,
or to a distance of 200 nautical miles from the baselines from
'. which the breadth of the territorial seaismeasured where 'the
outer edge of the continental margin does not, e.xtend upto
that distarice. l l l
.
".
The Composite Single Negotiating Text submitted' in July

109S~e"R~port of the,

Sub· Committee on the Law of the Sea" of the
Consultative Committee,' 12th Session,. '18~27
Jariuary 197i; Kenya suggested an "economic zone" of 200 miles for
the exclusive explo'tation of both living and mineral resources by the
Coastal state,' Kanjaru (Kenya), Subcommittee II of Sea-bed Committee, 3 August 1971, p. 1 0 . .
"
110 Njenga. (Kenya); Asian.African Legal Consultative" Co~irihtee, RepOl~t
.of'tlze 13th Session held at Lagos, 18-25 January 1972, p; 24.
111 See U.N. Third Conference on the Law of the Sea, Doc No. A/CONF.
62/WP. 8/Rev. l/Part II, 6 May, 1976 (Article 64).
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1977 m.erely reiterated the above defi.nition .in draft Article 76.
"Natural Prolongation":' An uncertaiff ¢ritet'ion. .z But if the:
critel'ia o.f '~exploitability" a.nd f'adjact;lncy", providt;ld in Article
1 of the 1958 convention were ullcertain, ,the criteria of.'~natu
ral prolongation" or: "outer edge of the contin~ntal margin?
are not very clear either. As' Professor Hedl?erg points oat,
"continental margin:' has been'usedin scientific;: literature-in
many ways. '.' White some scholars include the9Ceal'lic:tr~nclies
in the margin;, others limit iUo only the shelf andslope~ others'
refer the term particularly for the frontal.face of ithe contillental
mass as represented by the 'slope; still·others,. u~e it ,.as a
geologic term to inclu.de the shelf;~ slope, andriseoverlyigg
continentaLcru.stal rock. He" therefore; points out: that. tile
term "continental margin" is of ulJcertain and. in<;l.efi.nitescopc'
and "is not a uniquely interpretable: limit",u2 Although conti-,
nental sloPe, is ,probably the. single niost jmpr~&sive,,~and~eo-'
morphic feature of the earth~s surfa,ce,11 3 it is admitted tlJ.at
considerable difficulty arises in finding the lower boundary of
the'slope; and boundary between Continental slope'and continelltalrise' may vary from '.1 ,000 to 4,000 metres,· and 'in. some areas,
as along the 'west coast of South .'. America, it may descent to
depths of 8,000 metres.. Its width' ,may ,be as ,great as five or
six hundred miles, but in SOlIle', regions it is ,extremely. narrow.
and completely absenLApart from the imprecision of the
boundary based on the geological criterion,. difficulties.: arise in
its'demarcation, and the possibility
its further, extension 'to
include the whoie continental rise. Hedberg, therefore, feels that;.

or

thisg~ologic crustafchange, a:ltl1ottgli sCientific~liy 'of g~eat

Significance, is too diffichlfto define in detail and ·to'ouncertain in exact position to be of much help 'in ·drawing·. a' political boundary on the ocean floor. .Moreover,it: \Voul<;l. be of
no.application at all in t.lle. case .of volcan~coceaQ.iqislands,
since', these have a 'composition' generally ,similar "fo tMt of
the bceanic'crust on which they lie.J'14: ; , '
' . , " .'
,; " ,,' ~. :; r! ,:'.

Hedberg, "Relati'on, of. Political'Bounaades o~~ the, Oce,an
. Floor to the Continent&l ,Mar.gin," VirginaJournq[.oflnternational Law,
vol, 17,(1976), 58: . ' ',,;", "
.:, "
r' <',:.,-,
" '"
113 Holli's D: Hedberg, in LM. Alexander, 'Tlz'e Law of tlle Sr!a.' The United
Nation and Ocean Management, Proceedings of the Fiftp,. AnnUill .C9n,
ference of the Law of the Sea Institute, 1970.:p.. :l ~4~.: ' : ' " ,;" :; '0
114 Hedberg, n. 112, p. 61.
112See 'Hollis,D.

P.
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Criterion of Depth. Since most maps and charts which form
the basis for muc~ of the use, of oceansdividethe sea according
to depths, depth has' been suggested as a basis delimiting the
outer edge ofthe legally defined shelf. Apart from 200 metres,
mentioned in the 1958 convention, various depths, 550, 1000,
2500 and 3000 metres are suggested in this connection. Apart
from the fact that the depth criterion is too complex for the
daily requirements of operators who need an easily ascertain"
able limit, it is pointed out that specific isobaths at consider~
able depths canjbe located in an accuracy of only one per cent.
Further, depth of say 200 metres, plus or minus two metres,
may exist for tens of miles. Moreover, the actual water
depths at the base of the slope may range from 1000 metres
. itlsome localities to 8000 metres in others. The use of any
single depth to be applied everywhere would, therefore, be
inequitable, controversial and inconsistent with the edge of the
continent which it is supposed to portray.l15
Irish Formula : An informal proposal was made by the Irish
delegation to the Third UN Co'nference on the Law of the Sea
in April 1976 tcat the outer boundary of the margin might be
defined by a certain tIlicknessof sediments: i.e., as "a line delineated ...by reference to the outermost fixed points at each of
which the thickness of sedimentary Tocks is .at least 1% of the
shortest distance from such point to the foot of the continental
slope. HU6 It has been pointed out, however, thatbecause of the
irregularity of sediment distribution in the oceans, the very gradual change in thickness in Illany areas, the technical difficulties
in accurately measuring the sedimentary columns and thickness,
"this proposal would be too impracticable" in application to de~
serve serious consideration. Hu7
'
"A' Boundary Zone." rn fact, although the base of continental
margin ~as come to be accepted as the limit of national jurisdiction in the sea-bed and is said to be "a remarkably distinctive
and widespread feature," it is confessed that· "it cannot be de~
fined sharply enough or unequivocally enough to serve as apolitical boundary in itself, but only to serve as a guide to such a bo115
116
117

Hedberg; n. 112, p. 62.
Quoted by Hedberg; ibid., p.62.
Ibid., p. 62.
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undary;"1l8 Hedberg, therefore, suggests the creation of a "boundary zone that would extend from an agreed approximate landward extreme for drawing the base of the slope (the so-called
base of slope line) ... oceanward for an internationally specified
distance, within which zone the precise boundary would he
drawn.',m This twilight zone might be 100, 200 or 300 kilometres depending on the political agreement. The precise boundaries drawn by coastal States within this zone would have to be
examined, reviewed and fiDlllized by a proposed International
Boundary Commission with qualified technicai personnel, and
finally appi'oved by the highest international authority and rati:'
fied by the coastal state concerned: One wonders if such a long
drawn out procedure would be feasible and acceptable to States.
Hedberg himself admits that even with the most competent technical experts "it will not be an easy task."120
CONFLICTING INTERESTS

From the above rather sketchy discussion of different crite~iafor
delimitation of area of national jurisdiction it is clearthflt no
method of delimitation is entirely satisfactory and free from
some serious defects. Under these circumstances any decision
in this regard is bound to be arbitrary to some extent and will
be made after difficult political bargaining.
In view of conflicting interests and· diverse views, some' expressed and others unexpressed, what limits of national jurisdiction may be adopted in the Third UN Conference is anybody's
guess. It is practically impossible to divide the various States
accurately in different groups with respect to their national i,ntere1!ts in the sea-bed. It isa very complex problem. Even if itis
presumed that the countries can be neatly divided into two
groups-developed and developing countries-neither the developed, nor all the developing countries have similar interests.
Geographic divisions cut across those of economic develoPtntmt.
Again, not all the ninety-one countries facing the open sea have
same in terests., Out of the sixty-two countries with narrow continental shelves, some are concerned about their national security or environmental protection; for others the living resources
118 Ibid., p. 63~
119 Ibid.,

120 Ibid., p. 68.
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of the high seas seem to be more important than the real or imagined riches of sea-bed and subsoil. Some would prefor a nartow shelf with a strong international regime; others would like .
to be "compensated" in the form of legally-defined shelves of
filCed distances offshore. Not all the twenty-nine broad shelf
eountries want the acceptance of a wide legal shelf. As we have a
seen,the United States and some other Powers would ratherlike
to have a. narrow shelf and wide freedom of movement and exploitationof the resources of the high seas. On the other hand,
sOme technologically under-developed countries would prefer to
keep their continental margins within their national jurisdiction,
in the hope of exploiting their natural resources with hired technology;
Practically all the twenty-nine landlocked and twenty-three
shelf-locked States would seem to prefer as narrow a shelf as pos~
sible and a large international area and international fund. They
might also be joined by some six "open sea" States which have
very small coastlines of say a hundred miles or less. But although
they are numerically strong, they are politically weak and subje~tto pressure from all sides.
_ There are some blocs which may, however, have no bloc-voting. Thus, the Soviet bloc consists of developed, developing,
landlocked, shelf-locked, and "open sea" States. There are also
divisions of interests and opinions in the Arab bloc, andeven in
the Latin American bloc of countries.
CONCLUSION

-In an age of unprecedented change it is not surprising that the
law relating to sea and sea-bed, although codified as late as
1958, has been found inadequate, has become outmoded in ,some
respects and must be reconsidered and, if necessary, revised
Thus, although legal continental shelf under thefleiible definition adopted in the 1958 convention, can now be stretched to
mid-ocean, it has come to be generally recognized that this was
never the intention of the drafters of the convention. In any case,
such an unreasonable interpretation has come to be decisively
rejected today.
Where exactly is the limit of legal continental shelf, as defined
in Article 1 of the 1958 convention, cannot be answered for
sure and has been variously answered by different scholars de-
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pending on their ulterior motives. It is significant to note, however, that in the North Sea Continental Shelf cases, the International Court of Justice, following several declarations, referred to the continental shelf as the "natural prolongation" of the
land territory of the coastal State. This may be rea.sonably interpreted to include the whole ofthe continental margin because it
is there that the "natural prolongation" of the continent ends
and the real ocean starts. This principle has now come to be
endorsed by the Third UN Conference on the Law of the Sea
and a consensus has emerged in its favour.
Be that as it may, no one can deny the need for clear and precise limits of national jurisdiction. Where should these limits be
drawn has, of course, been answered differently by different individuals and States depending on the interests which they are
seeking to protect. Although countries in their international
relations do not always act logically and are prone to ~iverse
pressures, generally speaking the landlocked and shelf-iocked
States and technologically and militarily big Powers want to keep
these limits as narrow as possible. On the other hand, the smaller,poor and under-developed coastal states, comprising a la.rge
majority, wan~ to protect as large an area as possible neat their
shores from continued exploitation by big Powers. No wonder,
a clear trend towards extension of national jurisdiction is discernible during the last few years. In this age of rising expectations, it would be unreasonable to expect most States to give
up rights to much wider area.s of what has been described as
"economic zones" for the exploitation of ·fisheries and mineral
resources and for the prevention and control of marine pollution.. What limits of legal continental shelf are ultimately adopted will depend upon various factors. Indeed, the issues relating to the extent of territorial waters or legal continentals:helf,
fisheries zones or pollution. control zone, international navigation or status ofinternational straits ani so interdependent that
if a solution is found to these problems, it is bound.to be-somesort of a package deal. This will require a lot of political wisdom and hard bargaining to arrive at any compromise', But in
view or the uncertainties with wh,ich the whole subject is ridden
at present, an opportullity to make new universally acceptable
law should not be lost and must be expedited. ! .
.

